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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Generally, the condition of the building is deemed to be in fair to poor condition and various
elements are in need of repairs.

The roofs of the building comprise of both pitched and flat roofs and are both in generally poor
condition with patch repairs evident.

The brickwork is in fair condition, commensurate with its age.  There are numerous areas of missing
mortar between bricks and areas have spalled at low levels and near rainwater goods.

There are a mixture of timber, steel and aluminium window frames, the majority of which have single
glazing and are in poor condition.

The rainwater goods serving the building are in poor condition with damage and vegetation noted in
various areas. Recent patch repairs are evident.

The internal market area is generally in fair to poor condition. There are areas which are not in line
with current compliance standards and generally the safety of the market users is being comprised,
stall stability, staircase gradients, and fire issues are at the forefront of the items noted.

The overall electrical installation at Wards Corner Market including the two shops adjoining the
indoor market units are in an unsatisfactory condition. The electrical installations across these
premises is untidy and dangerous in some areas.

There is no certification for any of the electrical installations. In numerous cases within the market,
the arrangements are non-compliant according to BS 7671 IET Wiring Regulations. There were no
records available upon request for periodic inspection and testing across any of the premises.

The overall installation of the emergency lighting at Wards Corner Market was in an unsatisfactory
condition. Maintained luminaires were not working and in need of replacement, illuminated
emergency directional signage in some cases were not working and in need of replacement. Non-
illuminated directional signage in some instances were not located next to an emergency luminaire,
to illuminate the sign in an emergency situation. There was no emergency lighting installed within
the shops adjoining the indoor market units.

There does not appear to be have been a water risk assessment carried out or any routine
legionella testing being carried out by the landlord.

The only gas safety certificate that has been provided by the landlord references the boilers only,
but it is considered that the gas pipework distribution system is a common system across the market
hall and that this installation should be retested and extended to the entire gas pipework system.

Contact name Simon Budd

Contact details - Simon.Budd@wsp.com
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1 PRELIMINARIES

1.1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 GENERAL

This compliance report has been prepared by:

Simon Budd of WSP

Steve Coppard of WSP

Damien Campbell of WSP

Gareth Taylor of WSP

1.1.2 DESCRIPTION AND INSTRUCTIONS
WSP was commissioned by Transport for London to undertake a safety and compliance survey of
the Seven Sisters market hall, including the car park, 249A High Road flat and the ground floor retail
space of 245 – 249 High Road, Tottenham. The main aim of the survey was to highlight any issues
within the premises that the landlord should be made aware of. An appraisal of the structural
condition of the market stalls was also undertaken.

Any issues have been categorised according to severity:

¡ A - Breach of statutory requirements;
¡ B - Safety risk to market;
¡ C - Safety risk to trader unit;
¡ D - Not in line with best practice;
¡ E - Ongoing deterioration requiring maintenance.

Any works that have been highlighted have also been noted with a timescale for the required works:

¡ 1 – Immediate;
¡ 2 – Within 1 week;
¡ 3 – Within 1 month;
¡ 4 – Within 3 months;
¡ 5 – Longer term renovation activity.

The site inspection of the premises is to be non-intrusive in nature, involving only visual internal and
external inspections of the property. The condition is recorded hereafter through written descriptions
and photographs.

The inspection was undertaken between 9 December 2019 and 11 December 2019 by Simon Budd,
Steve Coppard and Damien Campbell, the weather at the time was cold and dry and circa 9oC.

A further inspection was undertaken on 21 January 2020 by Gareth Taylor and Steve Coppard. The
weather at the time was cold and dry and circa 7oC.

1.1.3 ORIENTATION
The terms ‘left hand’ (LH) and ‘right hand’ (RH) are used to describe the two sides of any specific
element as viewed by an observer facing the element.
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1.1.4 SURVEY DISCLAIMER
Any assessment made in this report is based upon the condition that prevailed at the time of the
survey inspection, taking due consideration of the constraints that were imposed on the survey
either by our contract (the site including access restrictions), or involvement of other parties. The
survey process on site was limited to a non-intrusive, visual appraisal of the elements under review.
Concealed areas were not appraised, and tests were not carried out to validate performance or
function. No ladders or other access equipment was used during the survey; therefore, all comments
in relation to items/elements/defects at high level are made from ground level only. Where items of
furniture or goods are stored, these have not been moved during our inspection. Furthermore, no
floor, wall or other decorative coverings have been lifted or moved in any way during the inspection.
The report shall not be regarded as a formal ‘in depth’ structural survey of the property.
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2 COMPLIANCE ISSUES

2.1 MARKET HALL AND STALLS
Fire compartmentation is an issue within the market place and it appears the units have been built
without areas being zoned. There are many penetrations through the walls and ceilings which have
not been fire stopped, however, the material they penetrate has not been confirmed as a fire-
resistant material.  Many of the walls have been decorated and the rating of the paint used cannot
be confirmed, although it is assumed not to be
Class 0, which should be used on escape routes. Several of the units had a clasp and lock fitting to
the doors, which could lock personnel inside the unit.  Some units with first floors did not have
compliant handrails or guards fitted to prevent staff or the public from falling. Service pipes running
at high level do not have adequate support.  Detection, compartmentation, surface spread of flame
and locks have not been listed below, as these issues are constant throughout.

Units 1 and 2 - Lindas Boutique – ground floor selling ladies clothing.  Issues with defective electrical
face plates, sockets and wiring.  Rating A1.

Unit 3 – Ria/El Cafetal - ground floor money transfer shop, office first floor.  Excessive paper storage
in upstairs office, potential weight issue from storage on first floor, daisy chaining of electrical leads,
steep stairs. Rating B2.

Units 4-6 – Pueblito Paisa – ground floor café space, kitchen and first floor kitchen and food storage.
Issues with exposed gas bottle and heater, exposed electrics, daisy chaining of electrical leads,
steep stairs, trip hazards on flooring and trailing leads, battery smoke detection, no emergency
lighting, first floor used for cooking, no record of extract being cleaned or serviced. Rating A1.

Units 7 and 8 – City News – ground floor shop and first floor dry storage. Call point covered over by
retail items, electric sockets overloaded. Rating B2.

Unit 9 – Fruit & Veg - ground floor shop.  Electrical leads hanging down in doorway. Rating D2.

Unit 10 – Genesis Transfer - ground floor shop.  IT and money transfer.  No issues.

Units 11, 12 and 58-60 – D B Didbrow Pro – ground floor beauty shop, clothes shop on first floor.
Emergency lighting did not appear to be working during our inspection. No smoke detectors were
installed within the salon. When all hair dryers were on, it was noted that the shop became
extremely misty and hot indicating limited / no ventilation. Rating B2.

Units 13-15 and 17-20 - Merca Express, Bakery & Butchers – ground floor shop, first floor office and
storage.  Lack of fire stopping on penetrations, no record of extract being cleaned or serviced, more
robust fixing required on fire blanket, steep stairs, electrics within wet area. Rating A1.

Unit 16 – Linen Shop.  No access

Units 21 & 22 – Empty unit.  No access

Unit 23 - Access on 03.03.2020 – Ground floor nail salon. Smoke alarm fitted, exposed electrical
wiring. First floor tattoo salon - steep staircase, no emergency lighting fitted. Rating B2.
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Unit 24 – Hollywood Hair and Nails - ground floor female hairdresser, beauty shop on first floor.  No
smoke detection on either ground or first floor. Daisy chaining of electrical leads to space heaters on
first floor. Steep stairs. Rating B2.

Unit 25 – Mily Hair - ground floor male hairdresser, hairdresser on first floor.  Steep stairs and
emergency light fitting at the top of the stairs. Rating C3.

Unit 26 – Mercado and Taylor Lily – ground floor lottery outlet and ground floor clothes repairs.  No
issues.

Units 27 and 28 – M&H Lettings Agents - ground floor shop.  No issues.

Units 29 and 36 – Café – ground floor and first floor kitchens with seating in market aisles.   Spiral
stairs used to access the first floor would cause evacuation issues in an emergency, first floor used
for cooking, no record of extract being cleaned or serviced. Rating B2.

Units 30 and 35.  No access - building works

Unit 31 – Johana Hair & Beauty - ground floor female hairdresser.  No access to first floor.

Units 32–34 – Tiendas Bar and Shop – ground floor shop.  No doors on this unit. Rating B2.

Unit 37 – Stylos Hair - ground floor hairdresser.  No issues.

Unit 38 – Access on 03.03.2020 – Pretty Nails – ground floor nail salon. Compliant timber staircase,
‘no smoking’ signage fitted, no emergency lighting fitted, plumbing pipework not adequately fire
stopped through compartment walls, changes in floor coverings with no threshold strip fitted
(potential trip hazard). First floor – Used for storage. Battery smoke alarm fitted and operating
correctly, although the ‘test button’ was missing. Rating B2.

Units 39-41 and 48 - Oasis Café and Kitchen - ground floor kitchens with seating in market aisle
area, first floor office/storage but no access.  No record of extracts being cleaned or serviced.
Kitchen/food preparation on first floor. Rating B2.

Unit 39 - Access on 03.03.2020 - Oasis Café first floor – Food preparation/ storage area. Services
exposed, no smoke alarm fitted in larger room, one fitted in the office area but not working, power
sockets overloaded, Steep staircase, emergency lighting fitted at bottom and top of staircase. Rating
B2.

Units 42-43 and 46-47 – Colombian Coffee and Kitchen - ground floor kitchen and café area, first
floor seating area.  Steep stairs, fire blanket needs to be changed for one with a steel ring around
the holding attachment and repositioned, no fire detection in the kitchen. Rating B2.

Unit 44 - Clothes shop – ground floor clothing, first floor storage.  Clothes on display in market
aisles, electric sockets appear to be overloaded.  Rating B2.

Office between Units 45 and 46

Unit 45 – Housing Advice – ground floor office, first floor storage but no access, seating in market
aisles. Rating B2.

Female WC between Units 47 and 48

Unit 49 – Community Centre - Legal Advice and Social Welfare.  No access.

Unit 50 – Renew Hair – ground floor hairdressers.  No access.
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Unit 51 – Don Pedro - ground floor money transfer.  Daisy chaining of electrical leads to portable
space heater.  Rating D2.

Unit 52 – Martinez Butchers - ground floor butchers, first floor storage area.

Unit 53 – Manantial Café - ground floor kitchen, first floor seating area.  Issues with exposed
electrics, no record of heating ventilation being maintained or cleaned, steep stairs. Rating B2.

Unit 54 - Mana Paula Hair - ground floor hairdressers.  No access

Unit 55 – Corina Spa - ground floor beauty shop.  No access

Unit 56 – Videomania.  Daisy chaining of electrical leads to sowing equipment.  Rating D2.

Male WC between Units 55 and 56

Unit 57 – Ben Property Services – ground floor letting agent (first floor storage, but no access).

MARKET STALL CONSTRUCTION
A non-intrusive, visual survey of the structure of the market place was undertaken. It was found that
the market stalls are primarily constructed with a timber frame with plywood walls and ceilings. Most
stalls are two storeys, although some contain a Juliet balcony without adequate handrailing.

The stalls present a mixture of upvc and timber windows and doors.

Access was limited into a number of stalls, however, it was noted that the majority of stalls are
supported with 100x100mm timber posts, placed at various centres depending on the shop facilities.
It could not be identified how the posts were fixed into the ground or how the joists and other
structural timbers were also fixed due to the non-intrusive nature of the survey.

The first level floor joists were visible on a number of market stalls. The majority of joists were
50x100mm, although some joists were at varying centres and spanned lengths of up to 3m. The
joists centres ranged from 200mm to 1m and the majority of joists did not have any supportive
lateral bracing (noggins). A number of the joists were twisted as a result of the lack of bracing.

The internal timber structures of timber-framed walls and suspended first-floor decks appear to have
evolved and are believed to have been carpentered not formally engineered in any way. The few
small exposed floor joists suggest that the design is not adequate to support the appropriate retail
imposed loading of 4.0kN/m2 (Approx. 400kg/m2) in accordance with BS 6399 or in fact be suitably
stable.

The overall opinion of the stall construction is that they are not structurally sound at present and
pose a risk of collapse. They have been built to no engineering design and presumably, no structural
calculations have been produced in the process. The stalls have a varying amount of loads present
to the first floor, ranging in storage space to occupied workspace, which has not been taken into
account in design or construction.

WSP would recommend that the mezzanine floors are unloaded and taken out of use as their
stability cannot be guaranteed.

CAR PARK
The tarmacadam surface of the carpark is uneven and several potholes were noted.
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Bricks have spalled on the 370mm thick small dwarf wall running along the north of the site and the
car parking line marking has faded. The render on the rear external walls has cracked and is
missing in sections at the rear of the furniture shop. This loose concrete render could fall on passers
by on parked vehicles using the public carpark. Concrete drainage channels are loose and cracked
within the tarmacadam surrounds.

The door to the plant room is rotten and needs to be replaced. No light over the plant room door.
General lack of external rear lighting. Lightning conductor strip is damaged and not connected to the
earthing rod.

The brickwork on the plant room tower requires repointing and the high-level louvres are corroded.
General rating of the car park is C3.

249A HIGH ROAD – RESIDENTIAL FLAT
ENTRANCE HALLWAY
The ceiling was clad in timber slats, this poses a fire risk as it will encourage the spread of flames in
the event of a fire. Rating D5.

The walls were solid masonry and finished with woodchip wallpaper, which will promote fire spread
in the event of a fire. Rating D5.

The right-hand side wall showed signs of rising damp with water staining up to 1.2m high. No damp
readings were taken on this occasion. Rating E3.

The floor was solid concrete with a vinyl covering which was in fair condition.

The entrance/fire exit door was of timber construction and fitted with a key lock. It is strongly advised
that a thumb turn lock is installed as all doors on escape routes should be quick and easy to open
from inside without the need for a key. Rating A1.

The incoming gas line and gas meter were situated next to the front door along the fire escape
route. The gas meter was exposed. Rating A1.

The incoming electrical cable and distribution board is located in the hallway, along the escape route
which causes a risk to the tenants. It is recommended that this is also covered with fire/heat
resistant boxing. Rating A1.

There were also numerous items stored under the stairs and directly under the distribution board.
This poses a fire risk and the items should be removed immediately. Rating D1.

There was an old, redundant smoke detector on the ceiling. A fully functioning smoke detector
should be fitted in this area. Rating A1.

STAIRS AND LANDINGS
The stairs, first floor, and second floor landing have plaster skim ceilings, solid walls with a plaster
skim finish and timber subflooring with carpet finish.

There was a number of items and furniture stored under the stair on the first-floor landing, along the
escape route which does create a fire risk. Rating D1.

There were a number of items and clothing stored on the second floor landing, along the escape
route which also creates a fire risk.
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The wall separating the first floor landing and the kitchen was a stud wall but it was unknown
whether it was plasterboard or timber lath and plaster and whether it offers any fire protection. It is
recommended that the wall is intrusively inspected to determine its fire-resistant properties and
reviewed under a fire strategy. The wall also contained a glazed penetration which again showed no
signs of fire stopping.

It is unlikely that this glass is fire retardant which poses a risk as the kitchen is a high-risk area and
requires compartmentation from the first floor landing escape route. Rating A1.

There was redundant smoke detectors on the first floor and second floor landings. It is strongly
advised that a functioning smoke detector is fitted in these areas. Rating A1.

The ceilings on the first floor and second floor had woodchip wallpaper which will promote fire
spread in the event of a fire. Rating D5.

FIRST FLOOR BEDROOM
The first floor bedroom consisted of solid and stud walls. The stud wall separated the bedroom from
the first floor landing escape route. This wall requires an intrusive inspection to determine its fire
integrity. Rating A1.

The ceiling and walls were finished with wallpaper. This will promote fire spread in the event of a
fire. Rating D5.

Cracking was noted at the junction of the partition wall with the stairway and the ceiling coving.
Cracking was also identified at the top right hand side of the external elevation, the crack ran for
approximately 400mm through the coving. Rating E5.

The windows were single glazed, timber frame. Although there was no sign of water ingress it is
recommended that these are replaced with double glazed windows for thermal efficiency purposes.
Rating D5.

KITCHEN
The kitchen consisted of a plasterboard ceiling with wallpaper finish, stud walls with wallpaper finish
and a timber floor with a vinyl finish.

The ceiling was in poor condition showing signs of considerable water ingress with severe cracking
and delamination of the wallpaper. This requires further investigation. Rating E1.

There was considerable cracking to the rear elevation wall which ran vertically the length of the wall
and continued through the ceiling. Further investigation is required. Rating E1.

The electrical sockets were close to the electrical cooking appliance, it is recommended that they
should be at least 100mm away from any cooking equipment. This creates a serious fire risk and
should be rectified immediately. Rating A1

There was no source of fire detection in the kitchen. Rating A1. A fully functioning heat detector
should be fitted in these areas. Rating A1.

GENERAL
There was no access to the two, second floor bedrooms, therefore, they could not be inspected.

There was no access into the roof space, therefore, it could not be inspected.
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Wallpaper was covering the majority of wall and ceilings within the flat, this will hide any potential
cracking within the surface beneath.

There was no emergency lighting present within the flat. It is recommended that this is installed
along the escape route. Rating A1.

There were no fire doors within the flat. It is recommended that the kitchen is fitted with an FD30S
and that a fire strategy is created.

GROUND FLOOR OF 245-249 HIGH ROAD
245 HIGH ROAD – LUGGAGE SHOP
No fire detection or signage noted in the premises and electrical wiring was exposed. No emergency
lighting. Trip hazards in door way. Rating A1.

247 HIGH STREET – CLOTHES SHOP
Light diffuser missing, no fire protection/detection, no emergency lighting or signage. Rating A1.

247 HIGH STREET – FURNITURE SHOP (WITH AN AREA USED AS A
HAIRDRESSERS)
No smoke detection in the kitchen area, two pin plugs used, electrical wiring exposed. No grills fitted
on ducted units.

Fire extinguishers not maintained in line with guidelines. No fire compartmentation between the
kitchen area or different units (clothes shop, phone shop and hairdressers). Flooring in poor
condition and a trip hazard. Blocked rear fire exit and steel door locked. No Push pad fitted. Items
stored in the aisles / means of escape. No emergency lighting or signage. Light diffusors missing.
No fire alarm or call points. Rating A1.

247 HIGH STREET – PHONE SHOP
No fire alarm or call points. Rating A1.
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3 PHOTOGRAPHS

3.1 MARKET HALL AND STALLS

Figure 3-1 - High level service pipes without adequate support

Figure 3-2 - Exposed electrics
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Figure 3-3 - Daisy chaining

Figure 3-4 - Combustibles being stored and weight issues on flooring
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Figure 3-5 - LPG cylinder and heater in public space

Figure 3-6 - Obscured fire alarm call point
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Figure 3-7 - Electrical leads hanging in doorway

Figure 3-8 - Electrical leads in shower/wet area
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3.2 CAR PARK

Figure 3-9 - Loose concrete drainage channels, trip hazard

Figure 3-10 - Debonded and missing concrete render, failing issue
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Figure 3-11 - Cracked and debonded concrete render

Figure 3-12 - Wearing layer failing resulting in potholes, trip hazard
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Figure 3-13 - Damaged lightning conductor strip, safety issue

Figure 3-14 - Ventilation sleeve without grills, safety issue
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Figure 3-15 - Damaged coping stones, falling issue

Figure 3-16 - Food storage in redundant duct and exposed to vermin
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3.3 245 HIGH ROAD – LUGGAGE SHOP

Figure 3-17 - Exposed wiring

Figure 3-18 - Trip hazard in doorway
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3.4 247 HIGH STREET – FURNITURE SHOP

Figure 3-19 - Trip hazard in doorway

Figure 3-20 - Two pin plugs used
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Figure 3-21 - Exposed electrical wiring

Figure 3-22 - Lock fire exits, with no push pads
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Figure 3-23 - Blocked aisles
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Fire Risk Assessment for:
Seven Sisters Indoor Market

In accordance with the Regulatory Reform
(Fire Safety) Order 2005

Name Role Signature Date

Prepared by Simon Budd Fire Risk Assessor 22.01.20

Checked by Neil Eaton (Fire Engineer) 16.01.20

Accepted for:

1. Implementation of Actions Identified.
2. Ensuring this document is reviewed and updated.

Name Role Signature Date

Accepted by As  applicable (‘Responsible
Person’)

Revision Date Checked
by

Approved
by Details of Revision

DRAFT 13.01.20 KC KC Draft copy provided to client for initial review
Rev 1 22.1.20 NE KC Updated Draft
Rev 2 13.02.20 SB SB Updated draft

The Master Copy of this Assessment should be kept at the Premises

A copy of this Assessment should be emailed to ‘FSU Manager’ and will be made available
on the Intranet
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Introduction
A fire risk assessment has been carried out at Seven Sisters Indoor Market this document
details the findings of this assessment.

The following legislation is applicable at the site:

· The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005

The above legislation requires all premises, where people are employed, to have a fire risk
assessment. Where 5 or more people are employed the risk assessment needs to be
documented.

This written fire risk assessment must be kept within the premises to which it applies and must
be made available for inspection should it be requested by the fire authority.

1. Scope of Assessment

The following areas have been covered in this Risk Assessment:
1) Means of Escape
2) Fire Detection and Alarm
3) Fire suppression
4) Hazardous Materials
5) Portable Fire Fighting Equipment
6) Fire Signage
7) Emergency Lighting
8) Training, Instruction and Information
9) Evacuation Plan
10) Review of Risk Assessment.

Overview of Risk Assessment
Date of Assessment 10.12.2019
Fire Risk Assessor(s) Simon Budd
Responsible Manager MAM - Jonathan Owen
Other Attendee(s) Steve Coppard & Damien Campbell
Address of Premises 231-243 High Rd,

Tottenham,
London,
N15 5BT.

Employer in control of Premises MAM
Use of the Premises Market place, providing various services including

cooking.
Next Review Due 09.06.2020
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2. Site Overview

The market place is located on High Road, Tottenham, London, N15 5BT. It is a ground floor
indoor market area, with a variety of traders, including but not limited to those cooking and
selling food, convenience goods, hair dressers and estate agents.
The stalls below were noted to be trading at the time of the survey:

· Units 1&2 - Lindas Boutique
· Units 3 – Ria / El Cafetal - (1st floor office)
· Units 4-6 – Pueblito Paisa (1st floor kitchen)
· Units 7 & 8 – City News (1st floor storage)
· Unit 9 – Fruit & Veg
· Unit 10 – Genesis Transfer
· Units 11, 12 & 58 -60 DB Didbrow Pro (1st floor trading)
· Units 13-15 & 17-20 Merca Express, Bakery & Butchers (1st floor office)
· Unit 16 – Linen Shop No access
· Units 21 & 22 – Empty unit - No access
· Unit 23 – No access
· Unit 24 – Hollywood Hair and Nails (1st floor trading)
· Unit 25 – Mily Hair (1st floor trading)
· Unit 26 – Mercado and Taylor Lily
· Units 27 & 28 – M&H Lettings Agents
· Units 29 & 36 – Café (1st floor kitchen)
· Units 30 & 35 - No access - building works
· Unit 31 – Johana Hair & Beauty (1st floor trading)
· Units 32 – 34 – Tiendas Bar and Shop
· Unit 37 – Stylos Hair
· Unit 38 - No access
· Units 39-41 & 48 Oasis Café and Kitchen (1st floor office but no access)
· Unit 42-43 & 46-47 – Colombian Coffee and Kitchen (1st floor trading)
· Unit 44 - Clothes shop (1st floor storage)
· Office between 45 & 46
· Unit 45 – Housing Advice
· Female WC between 47 & 48
· Unit 49 – Community Centre
· Unit 50 – Renew Hair
· Unit 51 – Don Pedro
· Unit 52 – Martinez Butchers
· Unit 53 – Manantial Café (1st floor trading)
· Unit 54 - Mana Paula Hair
· Unit 55 – Corina Spa
· Male WC between 55 & 56
· Unit 57 – Ben Property Services (1st floor storage but no access)

There were also number of other traders in some units using the first-floor space. The identity of
these was not confirmed but they are assumed to be sub-traders. Some of the upper areas were
used for kitchen / cooking purposes.

3.1  Site Use

· Units 1&2 - Lindas Boutique – Ground floor selling ladies clothing
· Units 3 – Ria / El Cafetal - Ground floor money transfer shop, office 1st floor
· Units 4-6 – Pueblito Paisa – Ground floor café space, kitchen and 1st floor kitchen

and food storage
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· Units 7 & 8 – City News – Ground floor shop and 1st floor dry storage
· Unit 9 – Fruit & Veg - Ground floor shop
· Unit 10 – Genesis Transfer - Ground floor shop -IT and money transfer
· Units 11, 12 & 58 -60 DB Didbrow Pro – Ground floor beauty shop, clothes shop

on first floor
· Units 13-15 & 17-20 Merca Express, Bakery & Butchers – Ground floor shop, 1st

floor office and storage
· Unit 16 – Linen Shop – No access
· Units 21 & 22 – Empty unit - No access
· Unit 23 – No access
· Unit 24 – Hollywood Hair and Nails - Ground floor female hairdresser, beauty shop

on first floor
· Unit 25 – Mily Hair - Ground floor male hairdresser, hairdresser on first floor
· Unit 26 – Mercado and Taylor Lily – Ground floor lottery outlet & ground floor

clothes repairs
· Units 27 & 28 – M&H Lettings Agents - Ground floor shop
· Units 29 & 36 – Café – Ground floor and 1st floor kitchens with seating in market

aisles
· Units 30 & 35 - No access - building works
· Unit 31 – Johana Hair & Beauty - Ground floor female hairdresser, no access to 1st

floor
· Units 32 – 34 – Tiendas Bar and Shop – Ground floor shop
· Unit 37 – Stylos Hair - Ground floor hairdresser
· Unit 38 - No access
· Units 39-41 & 48 - Oasis Café and Kitchen - Ground floor kitchens with seating in

market aisle area, 1st floor office / storage but no access
· Units 42-43 & 46-47 – Colombian Coffee and Kitchen - Ground floor kitchen and

café area, 1st floor seating area
· Unit 44 - Clothes shop – Ground floor clothing, 1st floor storage, clothes on

display in market aisles
· Office between 45 & 46
· Unit 45 – Housing Advice – Ground floor office, 1st floor storage but no access,

seating in market aisles
· Female WC between 47 & 48
· Unit 49 – Community Centre - Legal Advice and Social Welfare but no access
· Unit 50 – Renew Hair – Ground floor hairdressers
· Unit 51 – Don Pedro - Ground floor money transfer
· Unit 52 – Martinez Butchers - Ground floor butchers, 1st floor storage area
· Unit 53 – Manantial Café - Ground floor kitchen, 1st floor seating area
· Unit 54 - Mana Paula Hair - Ground floor hairdressers – No access
· Unit 55 – Corina Spa - Ground floor beauty shop – No access
· Male WC between 55 & 56
· Unit 57 – Ben Property Services – Ground floor letting agent (1st floor storage but

no access)
The length of time in occupation has not been confirmed for any of the units.

3.2  Persons occupied and affected
The management company for the market area is Market Asset Management (MAM). Jonathan Owen was
consulted during the site visits and provided some building information. Other information was provided by
Marisol Lopez (MAM) and TfL.
The management company is responsible for all communal areas of the building and the external spaces. The
stall holders or traders would ordinarily be responsible for the items within their own unit. However, this is not
confirmed as WSP has not been provided any trader lease information.
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There may be people using the building who are elderly, have disabilities or who are vulnerable, therefore
these groups of people would require special attention. Currently there is little consideration to for these
building users. A personal emergency evacuation plan (PEEP) is recommended to be implemented.

3.3  Number of Persons
Due to the use of the building and the type of stalls it is hard to quantify the average number of people who
use the market. The cafés on average have 5 employees and 9 customers, the hairdressers have on average
2 employees and 3 customers, with other units on average having 2 staff and 2 customers. On average the
amounts of people in the market could be 168, rising to 214 in peak periods.

3.4 Further Information
Due to current legislation smoking is not permitted, as the market is deemed a public space. During the site
inspections smoking within the market was not witnessed and no smoking signs were noted in some units.
The building is opened and closed at set times and does not have provisions for any sleeping
accommodation. There was no dedicated site security for the market, but several CCTV cameras were
installed internally, and others noted for both the front and rear elevations.
Access to the roof could be gained via the external steel ladder secured to the wall on the rear of the building,
however, its use was restricted by a plate cover on the lower part of the ladder.
In several of the first-floor areas the ceiling level is low and with a lack of ventilation these areas will easily and
quickly fill with smoke. In a fire smoke will also be trapped within the ceiling of main market space, as there is
no smoke ventilation or smoke curtains.
Many of the units appear to have been constructed using ad-hoc methods, with partitions of plasterboard,
MDF, OSB or plywood separating areas. Several of these partitions had numerous penetrations which had not
been correctly fire stopped, although most partitions were of non-fire resisting materials, therefore fire
stopping may not be appropriate but would help with the spread of smoke. Fire compartmentation is an issue
within the market premises, as fire resisting construction was not confirmed. While on site two units were
being upgraded but confirmation of the specification was not established. Ordinarily any upgrades to units
within premises such as this would need to be verified by the landlord to ensure consistency with current
regulations and guidelines. Therefore, leases should be checked to confirm what is required. A strategy
regarding construction and repairs needs to be enforced.

4. Detailed Risk Assessment Report

4.1  Means of Escape
The market has four external double doors. Three are on the front elevation and one is on the rear.
The front doors are timber framed fully glazed units, with push pad release ironmongery fitted. One leaf of one
doorset was noted to be locked during one of the inspections. The rear door was not deemed to be a standard
fire door. The double doors were a type of heavy rubber, similar to those that would be used in an abattoir.
The doors did have lighting above internally, but this wasn’t confirmed as being fully functional. Externally
there was a lack of lighting. Externally roller shutters were fitted to enhance the building’s security, when
unoccupied. All doors open out.
The market aisles were noted to be congested in some areas. Items ranged from bicycles, shopping trolleys,
clothes stands, tables and chairs and market goods, which can easily be knocked over causing an obstruction
in an evacuation.
Generally, the width of aisles was acceptable with distances ranging from 1850mm to 900mm. However, if
reviewing information within the approved documents then the market area would not comply with Part M
‘Access to and use of buildings’, which indicates corridors should be wide enough for two wheelchair users to
pass. Although not relevant to the RRFSO, this would be at issue for wheelchairs users during an evacuation
(this point should be addressed in the PEEP).
The market was noted to have different flooring types of varying condition. Some areas were deemed to be
trip hazards, which can prove fatal during an emergency situation.
Some of the units were using the first floor for customer use and cooking / food preparation. The means of
escape in these areas were deemed to be non-compliant, as the width and angle of the stairs were too small
and steep respectively to allow occupants to leave quickly and safely. All first-floor areas also only had one
means of escape, so should a fire occur in these areas then occupants would be in immediate danger.
Additional escape measures are recommended.

Improvements
· Flooring;
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· Lighting;
· Door sets;
· Management of stored items in the aisles;
· Management of first floor activities / use.

4.2 Fire Detection and Warning
The smoke detector units in the market appear to be ionisation types. Although not confirmed we anticipate
the units are linked to a P2/L4 fire alarm system. It is believed that on hearing the alarm all occupants of the
building should immediately leave the premises. However, when on site the alarm was sounded and there
was no reaction by either the stall holders or their customers. The fire alarm panel was showing 2 faults at the
time of our inspection.
The market area had the following fire detection / warnings installed:

Type Number
Light beacons 5
Fire action notice 3
Call points 5
Fire point sign 6
Ceiling smoke detection @ circa 5m centres 20
Water extinguishers 7
Foam extinguishers 1
CO2 extinguishers 1
Fire alarm panel 1

Several of the ceiling mounted smoke detectors had no light, which is indicative of a failed power supply, a
qualified engineer is required to inspect and repair as necessary.
There was a distinct lack of directional fire signage.
The call point in Unit 7 – City News, was covered with retail goods.
The market management company could not provide records of any testing of the fire alarm system.

In some of the unit’s battery-operated smoke detectors had been fitted.

Improvements
· Fire dampers required in ventilation system;
· Urgent review of smoke detection;
· Urgent repair of fire alarm system;
· Better fire signage, with the same type being used throughout i.e. pictograms and mounted at the

correct heights on escape routes;
· Ensure all call points are not hidden and are well sign posted;
· More light beacons required and maintained units in kitchens;
· Better training for stall holders;
· Testing requirements – weekly testing at different call points for 1-minute, annual service;
· Wet chemical extinguishers to be provided to all kitchen areas.

4.3  Hazardous Materials and Devices
As previously mentioned the market aisles need to be better managed. Combustible materials were stored in
communal areas. Other combustibles were noted to be stored in office areas and first floor areas and in some
of these areas there was a lack of smoke detection. In areas stall holders had poorly fitted / exposed electrical
wiring and 240v extension leads were noted to be plugged into one another (daisy chaining). Both these
situations have the potential to overheat and are considered a fire hazard.
A propane gas cylinder and heater was exposed in a public area within the Pueblito Paisa café, which could
be prone to damage or misuse.
Ventilation ducting was noted in the kitchen units and has been fitted to pass through communal areas. No fire
dampers were noted. There were no stickers seen on the ducting to confirm when the system was last
cleaned or maintained.
Communal areas on escape routes have been decorated with paint but the type of paint is unknown causing
concerns over the surface spread of flame. On escape routes class 0 is required.
Combustible materials were storage above City News;
The external rear area is used for rubbish storage. Although this was segregated and in a locked area this
could be subject to an arson attack, as combustible materials were exposed.
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Improvements
· Better education for stall holders regarding electrical issues plus remedial actions;
· Better education for stall holders concerning the storage of combustible materials plus remedial

actions;
· Better education for stall holders regarding clear access of walkways plus remedial actions;
· Escape routes should be decorated with fire retardant paints;
· Kitchen extract ventilation systems require regular cleaning. The application of a non-combustible

coating could be applied.

4.4 Fire Suppression Systems
A fire suppression system has not been fitted in this building.

4.5  Portable Fire Fighting Equipment
A review of the communal and stall holder firefighting equipment was undertaken as part of the assessment.
The findings are shown in the tables below:

Type – Communal areas Number
Water extinguishers 7
Foam extinguishers 1
CO2 extinguishers 1

Type - Units 4-6 – Pueblito Paisa Number
Fire blanket 1
Foam extinguishers 1
Powder extinguishers 1
Wet chemical extinguisher 1

Type - Units 29 & 36 – Café Number
Fire blanket 1
Wet chemical extinguisher 1
CO2 extinguishers 1
Powder extinguishers 1

Type - Units 42-43 & 46-47 – Colombian Coffee and Kitchen Number
Fire blanket (but new required as holding ring is missing) 1
Wet chemical extinguisher 1
Foam extinguishers 1
CO2 extinguishers 1
First aid kit 1

Type - Units 39-41 & 48 - Oasis Café and Kitchen Number
Fire blanket 1
Wet chemical extinguisher 1
CO2 extinguishers 1

Type - Unit 53 – Manantial Café Number
Fire blanket 1
Wet chemical extinguisher 1
CO2 extinguishers 1

Type - Units 13-15 & 17-20 Merca Express, Bakery & Butchers Number
Water extinguishers (but concealed under a table so not visible) 1
Fire blanket (more robust fixing required) 1

During the site inspection WSP was provided information from MAM concerning fire extinguisher inspection
and certification. When this was discussed with the stall holders they confirmed no firefighting equipment had
been provided by MAM, but several of the stall holders had installed their own items. The provisions of what
equipment should be installed was discussed with each kitchen stall holder.
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Information has been provided to MAM regarding what minimum firefighting equipment is necessary for each
kitchen. This is provided in Appendix C.

4.6  Fire Signage
The call points and extinguisher locations were well signed but as previously mentioned additional directional
and illuminated signs are required. The premises require emergency routes to be indicated by signs and if
illuminated – provided with emergency escape lighting. The fire exit doors and escape routes do not have the
mandatory instruction signage fitted.
In kitchen areas flammable liquids (cooking oils) are used and stored. These should be correctly labelled.
Improvements

· Better fire signage, with the same being used throughout i.e. just pictograms not text and mounted at
the correct heights on escape routes;

· Illuminated emergency routes signs;
· Mandatory ‘Keep Clear’ signage required on and outside escape routes;
· Hazardous materials / warning signs required;
· Additional no smoking signs.

4.7  Emergency Lighting
The emergency lighting comprises of single fluorescent fittings mounted at high level in the walkways, each
fitting being complete with integral 3-hour battery packs.
At the time of the survey, it was noted that there was a number of the fittings which had failed.
There were no maintained emergency fittings providing direction to the fire exits.
There was no maintained emergency lighting within any of the tenanted spaces.
We were informed by MAM that a 3-hour discharge test had not been carried out and that the last operational
test was 3 months ago which had noted that there were failed fittings, but no remedial works had been carried
out by the landlord.
There were also no records of lighting levels for the emergency lighting to confirm that the current installation
meets the BS5266.
Improvements/Actions

· Install directional emergency fire signage with 3-hour battery packs;
· Carry out 3-hour battery discharge test;
· Carry out lux readings on all escape routes;
· Install emergency lighting within stalls where required;
· Carry out all remedial works after testing to ensure the system is fully operational;
· Without fully operational emergency lighting the market should be closed.

4.8  Training, Instruction and Information
The main findings of this risk assessment should be communicated to all employees and contracting
companies occupying the premises.

All staff employed to work on the premises should receive suitable fire training.
From discussions on site with MAM employees and the stall holders, it is evident that fire training, drills and
general instructions in a fire have not been correctly undertaken or communicated. There is no mention of a
responsible person and who should coordinate matters in a fire.

As per the RRFSO a responsible person should be nominated at the site and a fire warden nominated to deal
with emergency incidents.  The fire warden should be responsible for a roll call. If the fire warden is
unavailable, then an alternative who is full time at the premises should be nominated to take the task of calling
the roll and ensuring all persons are accounted for. It is apparent that these premises do not have a clear
procedure for emergencies, which is required.

A fire emergency evacuation plan should be enforced and should include nominated persons to implement the
fire action plan. Adequate training in firefighting and evacuation procedures should be provided. The following
items should be considered where appropriate:

· Fire evacuation strategy
· Action on discovering a fire
· Action on hearing the fire alarm
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· Calling the fire brigade
· Power/process isolation
· Identification of key escape routes
· Fire wardens/marshals
· Places of assembly and roll call
· Firefighting equipment provided
· Training required
· Personal Emergence Evacuation Plan
· Liaison with emergency services

Evacuation drills should take place at such intervals so as to ensure everybody who works on the premises
receives instruction on the actions to take in an emergency. This should be twice in every 12 months, where
this is not practical at least once yearly is the minimum.  Records of evacuation drills should be kept on the
premises.

4.9  Evacuation Plan
An emergency plan (noted above) giving details of action to be taken in emergencies should be put in place,
documented and stored within the premises. This plan should be reviewed annually or as appropriate to
reflect changes in the premises or whenever there is reason to believe that the plan is no longer valid.

5. Review of Fire Risk Assessment
Due to the amount of stalls noted at the premises this risk assessment should be reviewed in six months or as
appropriate to reflect significant changes in the premises / personnel or whenever there is reason to believe
that the risk assessment is no longer valid.
The FRA should be signed and dated each year after review.

6. Conclusion
The building has been fitted with a fire alarm, which is linked to a fire alarm panel. There are adequate call
points and extinguishers around the premises, however, more beacons and signage should be fitted. All stall
units with kitchens must be fitted with better fire precaution measures, in terms of compartmentation,
detection, cleaning of ducted equipment and installed extinguishers.
The means of escape on the ground floor is satisfactory, as the market has four different exit routes, but the
aisles need to be better managed in terms of obstructions. The means of escape if on one of the first floor
areas is unacceptable and further works are required here to help make these areas safer in a fire.
The emergency lighting and smoke detection in the communal areas have both been recorded as having
failed units, which need to be remedied.
The fire alarm panel which shows failures also needs to be addressed and any issues corrected.
As a result of the site inspections WSP believe the market place is not being managed effectively in terms of
its fire strategy. Improvements need to be undertaken regarding various issues and by certain timescales. If
these improvements are not completed, then the market place should be closed until compliance can be
achieved.

·

· ·
·
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7. Fire Risk Assessment Action Plan

The following action plan identifies items to be addressed to reduce fire risks identified and improve fire safety at Severn Sisters Market.
The following definitions apply to the category of risk:

High Immediate requirement to review and investigate the case for removing/reducing the risk or improving the controls. Additional
precautions may be required until the hazard is removed or reduced.  Item should be cleared within 1 week.

Medium Risks not clearly “broadly acceptable” need investigation to consider reasonably practicable improvements to remove or reduce
hazard. Item should be cleared within one month.

Low Little or no risk to personnel may be a legal requirement.  To be cleared within 3 months.

Hazard Identified Persons at Risk Risk
Rating

Existing
Controls Further Action Required and by whom

Action completed
(Date) and by whom

Residual
Risk

Failing management of fire safety
issues

All Building users High The management company and landlord
need to work in unison with the stall
holders to better educate and implement
fire safety management for the market.

Fire alarm system to be tested and
panel has issues highlighted.

Building users High Fire alarm system and panel to be
urgently tested and any defects remedied,
within 1 week.

No record of staff being trained
regarding fire related issues, no
responsible person noted.

Building users Medium Fire training to be provided and the
responsible person confirmed, within 1
month.

No record of fire alarm testing or
excavation / fire drills.

Building users Medium Fire drills to be completed and records
kept, within 1 month.

Failing ceiling mounted smoke
detectors

Building users High Smoke detectors to be urgently tested
and any defects remedied, within 1 week.

No records of kitchen ventilation
ducts being cleaned, fire could
easily spread through these ducts.

Stall users and
public

Medium Fire dampers to be installed within ducting
systems, within 1 month. Although many
of the walls they penetrate are not fire
resisting walls. The non-fire rated walls
need to be upgraded too.
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Hazard Identified Persons at Risk Risk
Rating

Existing
Controls Further Action Required and by whom

Action completed
(Date) and by whom

Residual
Risk

No records of kitchen ventilation
ducts being cleaned, fire could
easily spread through these ducts

Stall users and
public

Medium Kitchen extracts to be cleaned and the
records maintained, within 1 month.

Many units were poorly constructed
with service penetrations not
correctly fire stopped.

Stall users and
public

Low Compartmentation between units that
have a high fire risk (kitchens) to be
upgraded and correct fire stopping
applied.
Fire resistant paint to be used on escape
routes, within 2 months.

General emergency lighting in poor
condition and no records evident.

Building users High Emergency lighting to be reviewed and
tested with defects made good, within 1
week.

Aisles in some areas were blocked
and used for storage and retail
goods.

Building users High The emergency escape routes to be kept
clear, within 1 week. This is an important
management action, as well as putting it
right now the market needs to implement
a management plan that will ensure
regular inspection to maintain clear
conditions otherwise this will always be a
problem.

The directional signage within the
premises is poor.

Building users High Directional and muster point signage to be
improved, within 1 week.

Gas supply and extract units to be
reviewed.

Building users Medium Solenoid valves to be installed in gas
supplies linked to extract fans to comply
with DW172, within 1 month.

Defective face plates and general
condition of electrical outlets /
wiring.

Stall users and
public

Medium NICEIC tradesman to complete repairs
and MAM to educate stall holders of
potential electrical fire issues, within 1
month.

Better education of fire issues to
stall holders.

Stall users and
public

Medium Provide information and discuss fire
related issues with stall holders within 1
month.

Gas bottle exposed in public area,
used for a heater. Both are a fire
issue.

Stall users and
public

High Does the market have a policy on the use
of LPG cylinders and these types of
heaters? Is there any control of use of
such hazardous materials / items in the
premises? The market needs to review
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Hazard Identified Persons at Risk Risk
Rating

Existing
Controls Further Action Required and by whom

Action completed
(Date) and by whom

Residual
Risk

their policy on this and communicate it
clearly. FSO requires specific things to be
addressed in relation to “dangerous
substances”. WSP recommend both items
are removed from the unit within 1 week.

Emergency lighting on staircases. Stall users and
public

Medium NICEIC tradesman to complete installs
within 1 month.

Handrails to be fitted on staircases. Stall users and
public

Low Tradesman to complete installs within 3
months.

Water and electric services fitted
alongside each other. Pipework /
services to be better segregated.

Stall users and
public

Low Tradesman to complete repairs within 3
months.

Lack of escape routes in first floor
areas.

Stall users and
public

High First floor fire doors to be fitted between
units with upper areas to give an
emergency second escape route.
Tradesman to complete repairs within 3
months.

The quantities and storage of all
types of flammable materials are
not properly controlled.

Stall users and
public

High The market management need to address
this and put in place suitable measures to
check and maintain compliance, within 1
week.

Although a waste facility is
provided this is still prone to
potential arson attacks.

Stall users and
public

Medium The market management need to address
this and put in place suitable measures to
check and ensure combustible materials
aren’t exposed, within 1 month.

Prior to leaving the premises, all
areas need to be inspected for
potential fire and unnecessary
equipment turned off?

Stall users and
public

Medium The market management need to address
this, particularly for high risk areas such
as the kitchens and put in place suitable
measures to check and ensure the market
is safe before locking up, within 1 month.

No record of any permit to work
system in place.

Stall users and
public

Medium The market management need to address
this, particularly for high risk areas such
as the kitchens and put in place suitable
measures to record and manage any
market works, within 1 month.

All cooking appliances need to be
checked to ensure they are

Stall users Low Tradesman to complete repairs, within 3
months.
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Hazard Identified Persons at Risk Risk
Rating

Existing
Controls Further Action Required and by whom

Action completed
(Date) and by whom

Residual
Risk

adequately attached to their
surroundings.
There is no record of a personal
emergency evacuation plan
(PEEP), as the building is open to
all this is required.

The general
public

Low A PEEP needs to be drafted to
understand how certain groups of people
(the young, elderly, disabled) can escape
the building. To be drafted within 3
months.

The fire alarm call point in City
News was obstructed by retail
items.

Stall users Low The management company to inform and
better educate City News to ensure this
call point is not obstructed, within 1 week.

Ad hoc building / stall repairs. Stall users and
public

Med Lease to be checked to confirm what is
required regarding construction and
repairs. A strategy needs to be enforced,
within 1 month.
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8. Document Review History Sheet
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9. Appendix A - Building Layout and Fire Plans
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10. Appendix B – Fire Safety Assessment Record Sheet

Address of premises Seven Sisters Market of 231-243 High Rd,
Tottenham, London, N15 5BT

Occupied By Various stall holders and managed by Market
Asset Management

Detail of area within the premises A lively indoor market place. Stalls range from
cooking, clothes shops, cafes, hairdressers and
estates agents.

Date of Assessment 09.12.19

Assessment undertaken by (print name) Simon Budd

Fire Safety Management
Yes No N/A Comments

Has a previous fire risk assessment been carried out? WSP has not been provided with
a copy.

Is the fire risk assessment record available? If so, where
is it kept?

WSP has not been provided with
a copy.

Have the identified means to reduce or remove the
significant hazards been carried out?
Have the means to control the risk and protection of
people in the event of fire been carried out?
Has staff been suitably trained for these measures?
Is there suitable monitoring of fire safety measures in
place?
Can it be demonstrated that monitoring is regularly
carried out?
Has the risk assessment been properly reviewed,
particularly if the premises or its use significantly
changed?
Fire Prevention — General

Yes No N/A Comments
Is there an effective system for ensuring that the
quantities and storage of all types of flammable
materials are reasonable and properly controlled?

There is an external bin store,
but combustible materials were
exposed.

Are all areas clean and tidy with no inappropriate
storage and all combustible waste properly placed in
designated containers?
Are spill kits available?

Are oils and other hazardous chemicals stored
appropriately within secondary containment (bund/drip
trays)

WSP were informed on site that
a small fire had occurred in the
Pueblito Paisa kitchen and had
been successfully extinguished
using the onsite equipment. This
incident needs to be reviewed to
identify the cause and measures
introduced to prevent a re-
occurrence
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Is all waste regularly collected and placed in a safe
place ready for collection?
Are smoking areas properly marked and used?
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Are all employees in high risk areas properly informed of
the particular risks and the means to control these risks?
Prior to leaving the premises, are all areas inspected for
potential fire and unnecessary equipment turned off?

WSP was informed this was the
case but have no record of it.

Are there suitable means to control the risk of arson? Separate storage and CCTV but
combustible materials exposed.

Has all staff received basic fire prevention instruction?
Does staff understand the need to report any potential
fire hazards?
Does staff understand the role of self-closing and other
fire-resisting doors — i.e. keep them closed and free of
obstruction to ensure that they will control the spread of
fire and smoke?
Are all fire-resisting and smoke-stop doors, especially
those on hold-open devices, closed at night?  None present on site.

If any permit-to-work systems are in place, are they
operated correctly at all times?  Not aware of any.

Fire Prevention — Electrical Safety
Yes No N/A Comments

Is the entire electrical installation in order?
Please see WSP electrical
report for all electrical safety
issues.

Have all electrical systems and equipment been tested
in accordance with the provisions of the Electricity at
Work Regulations?
Has all remedial work been carried out or the items
withdrawn?
Are records regarding regular testing of installation,
equipment and portable appliances up to date?
Is the use of flexible electrical cable and extension leads
kept to a minimum and only short lengths used?
Are the electrical circuits free of any evidence of
overloading?
Is electrical equipment (e.g. light bulbs/fittings and any
electrical heating appliances) kept well away from
combustible materials?
Are staff aware that only trained personnel authorised by
management can make repairs or alterations to electrical
systems and equipment?

Fire Prevention — Heating and Cooking Appliances
Yes No N/A Comments

Are all heating appliances securely fixed in position,
suitably guarded and with an adequate clear space free
of storage of any kind?
Is the entire heating installation in good order?
Are all cooking appliances securely fixed in position,
properly maintained and used only for their originally
intended purpose?
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Are arrangements for liquid or gaseous fuel supplies for
heating and cooking equipment easily accessible with
well-marked shut-off valves?

Are appropriately qualified and registered contractors
used to carry out all installation and maintenance of
liquid or gaseous fuel supply equipment?
Are staff aware that only trained personnel authorised
by management can make repairs or alterations to liquid
or gaseous fuel-fired equipment and fuel supply
systems?
Fire Prevention — Buildings, Plant and Machinery

Yes No N/A Comments
Are all fire or smoke barriers in good condition with any
openings for pipes ducts, etc. properly protected by
provision of fire-resisting materials or fire dampers?
Are fire dampers tested regularly for correct operation
and results recorded?  No dampers have been fitted.

Are there proper systems and procedures in place to
control work on new buildings and/or alterations, repairs
and decoration of premises, such that no uncontrolled
fire hazards are introduced?
Are regular checks undertaken and recorded of the
condition of all fire safety measures within the
premises?

Fire Prevention — Means of Escape
Yes No N/A Comments

Are fire exits of a sufficient number and of sufficient
width to enable the people present in any and all areas
to evacuate safely?

The rear doors are rubber and
hard to push open and exiting
from first floor areas is not
compliant.

Do all final exits lead to a place of total safety?

Are all fire exits readily available?

During our inspections 1 exit
door was locked, when
questioned with the site
management this was unlocked.

Are all final exits and intermediate doors easily operable
from the inside without the use of a key?
Are all corridors, gangways and stairways forming part
of escape routes free from obstruction and not used for
storage purposes?
Are floor and stairway surfaces in good condition and
free from tripping and slipping hazards, particularly
including any external stairs and paths?
Are fire-resisting and smoke-stop doors in good
condition, with fully operating self-closing devices and
the doors closing fully onto rebates?

 None on site.

Do all doors on escape routes open in the direction of
travel?

Some stalls have sliding doors,
however, guidance says that
sliding doors are generally not
suitable for escape.
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Are all escape-routes clearly and properly signed
throughout their lengths, with internal doors not forming
part of a route clearly labelled?
Are all escape-routes provided with adequate lighting at
all times of the day and night?
Is adequate emergency lighting provided and is it fully
serviceable?

Have appropriate provisions been made for the safety of
persons with special needs, such as the young, old or
disabled?

This is a very serious failing.
The management must assess
the needs in relation to this and
have a personal emergency
evacuation plan (PEEPs) in
place and procedures
appropriate to a range of
disabilities that can limit people’s
ability to escape independently.

Fire Prevention — Actions in the Event of Fire
Yes No N/A Comments

Are there clearly defined written fire action and
emergency evacuation procedures, including provision
for ensuring that everyone is out of the building?

Fire action signs are fitted but
there is no means of managing
the building occupants.

Are all employees fully aware of these procedures and
their own particular duties and responsibilities in the
event of an evacuation?
Are suitable "Fire Action" notices prominently displayed
around the premises?
Have appropriate staff been appointed to take control in
the event of a fire (Fire Marshal) and to summon the fire
brigade for all fires, no matter how small?
Are there sufficient fire wardens available to provide for
all working hours (including lunch and tea breaks),
taking into account holidays and sick leave?
Have appropriate arrangements been made for dealing
with those who are not normally on the premises such
as members of the public, visitors and contractors?

Are the fire evacuation assembly areas in safe locations,
clear of the building and away from fire brigade vehicle
access and parking?

However, WSP were told that
the stall holders had little idea
where to meet after exiting in a
fire and that evacuation tests /
drills were not a regular
occurrence.

Are there alternative evacuation areas available in the
event that the nominated ones are not available?

Stall holders to reconvene on
the High Street but no
alternative areas noted on action
notice.

Are emergency evacuation routes and procedures
checked by carrying out drills at least once per year?

Fire Prevention — Fire Detection and Alarm Systems
Yes No N/A Comments

Can a fire alarm be raised without placing anyone in
danger?

First floor areas done have any
call points.

Is the fire alarm system in full working order? Issues noted on fire alarm panel
but not dealt with.
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Are there sufficient fire alarm call points located near to
every exit from each floor and from each building?
Are all alarm call points unobstructed and clearly
visible?

The  call  point  in  City  News  was
not clearly in view.

Are the audible signals from the fire alarm operated
weekly and clearly audible throughout the premises?  Additional beacons are required.

Fire Prevention — Portable Firefighting Equipment
Yes No N/A Comments

Is there adequate provision of portable fire extinguishers
which are suitable types for the fire risks where they are
positioned?

Wet Chemical extinguishers and
blankets to be fitted in all
kitchens.

Are all portable fire extinguishers and fire blankets
suitably located, positioned on brackets securely fixed to
the wall and available for immediate use — not
obstructed or hidden?

In general areas they are
adequate but in some areas
they are hidden.

Are the locations of all portable fire extinguishers and
fire blankets clearly identifiable even without the
provision of appropriate signs?

Fire Prevention — Notices and Fire Safety Signs
Yes No N/A Comments

Are sufficient appropriate fire safety notices and signs
used throughout the premises?
Are all fire safety signs throughout the premises present,
undamaged and clearly visible?
Do all "panic bar" fire exit doors have suitably positioned
"Push Bar to Open" signs?

Signs are fitted but the doors
can be physically locked.

Fire Prevention — Fire Service Facilities and Liaison
Yes No N/A Comments

Is there adequate access to the site and all buildings to
enable fire brigade vehicles to get close enough for fire-
fighting and rescue purposes?
Are all fire hydrants in the vicinity clearly indicated and
accessible?

Located on the main high street
near Lindas Boutique

Is the fire brigade familiar with the premises and any
particular special hazards relating to the premises or the
activities within it?

WSP can’t comment on the local
fire brigade’s knowledge of the
site.

Fire Prevention — Testing, Maintenance and Records
Yes No N/A Comments

Are the fire detection and alarm system tests carried out
and recorded?
Are the emergency escape lighting systems properly
tested, maintained and these recorded?
Are the portable fire extinguishers and fire hoses properly
tested, maintained and these recorded?
Is the automatic sprinkler system properly tested,
maintained and these recorded?
Are any other fixed fire suppression systems properly
tested, maintained and these recorded?
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Are any smoke or heat control systems properly tested,
maintained and these recorded?
Are all automatically closing doors or shutters and
similar properly tested, maintained and these recorded?
Are any emergency generators properly tested,
maintained and these recorded?
Are any evacuation or firefighting lifts properly tested,
maintained and these recorded?
Are their suitable records of the regular fire safety
maintenance tests?
Are there suitable records of fire evacuation drills?
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11. Appendix C – Information provided to MAM



The firefighting equipment below is designed for use by the lay person rather than for the professional
firefighter. They are designed for immediate attack on small fires, not for large runaway fires. Once a fire
gets out of hand or dangerous, a person should not continue to fight it. People must be aware of the
dangers of fighting a fire and always keep between it and an exit so that they can withdraw if necessary.
The following are key points:

· extinguishers are for use by the average person, not the fire service;
· they are only designed for use on small fires; and
· if a fire gets out of hand do not continue to use extinguishers.

The dry powder units that I noted around some of the units (as below), are not recommended to be used
indoors.

Dry Powder Fire Extinguishers can be used for fires involving wood, paper, textiles, flammable liquids &
gases and live electrical equipment. They are not recommended for indoor use.

The discharge of a powder fire extinguisher within buildings can cause a sudden reduction in visibility and
can also impair breathing, which could temporarily jeopardise escape, rescue or other emergency action.
For this reason, powder extinguishers should generally not be specified for use indoors, unless mitigated
by a health and safety risk assessment.



Large Combustible Cooking Risks - Wet Chemical
Extinguishers
Most commercial kitchens contain large scale combustible cooking media such as cooking oils and fats.

Fire Classifications

Class A - Suitable for solid combustible materials such as wood and textiles, these materials are often
found in kitchens in the form of cupboards, notice boards, waste bins and towels.

Class F - Suitable for large burning oils risks which are often found in kitchens in the form of deep fat
fryers, frying pans, cooking oils. Most class F extinguishers also have a special application lance.

Advantages:

Wet chemical fire extinguishers lay a smooth cooling blanket on top of the burning liquid and help to
prevent re-ignition.

Disadvantages:

Wet chemical extinguisher are not generally suitable for use on other types of fire due to its unique
application.



Small Combustible Cooking Risks - Fire Blankets
Almost every kitchen, commercial or residential, will contain small scale combustible cooking media such
as cooking oils and fats.

Advantages:

Fire blankets generally have the same effect on cooking media fires as a wet chemical fire extinguisher but
are much lighter and more versatile.

Fire blankets can also be used to put out clothing fires by wrapping them around the person who is on fire
and smothering the flames.

Disadvantages:

Fire blankets do not generally provide enough coverage for larger scale fire risks such as commercial deep
fat fryers.

The user has to get a lot closer to a fire when using a fire blanket instead of an extinguisher.



General Risks - Water Mist Fire Extinguishers
Kitchens will usually contain varied fire risks such as solid combustibles, combustible gas and electrical
equipment, to ensure that all these risks are covered a water mist fire extinguisher would be recommended.
There is no clean-up or hazardous media used making water mist ideal for keeping the kitchen open after
use.

Fire Classifications

Water mist fire extinguishers are suitable for use on class A, B, C, F and Electrical risks which are all found
in a modern kitchen.

Advantages:

Using de-ionised water, clean-up is minimal and does not affect the running of the kitchen. Water mist is
proven and certified for use on class A, B, C and F fires.

Disadvantages:

Although the water mist extinguishers cover most types of fire the fire ratings for each class of fire are lower
than their traditional counterparts



CO2 Fire Extinguishers

CO2 extinguishers are predominantly used for electrical fire risks and are usually the main fire
extinguisher type provided in computer server rooms. They also put out Class B fires (flammable liquids,
such as paint and petroleum). Do not use for:

· Kitchen fires – especially chip-pan fires-
· Combustible materials like paper, wood or textiles-
· Flammable metals





Fire Alarms

There are four main types of fire alarms:

· Ionisation alarms – these are sensitive to small particles of smoke produced by fast flaming
fires

· Optical alarms – these are effective at detecting larger particles of smoke from slow-burning,
‘smouldering’ fires

· Multi-sensor alarms – Thermoptek multi-sensor alarms contain two separate sensing
elements – optical and heat detection. As the unit monitors for two different by-products of
fires (smoke and temperature), its response to all types of fire is vastly improved over
traditional single sensor alarms. They are also less prone to false alarms associated with the
ionisation and the optical type alarms

· Heat alarms – these can detect an increase in temperature and are insensitive to smoke.
Heat alarms are best suited for kitchens, garages and roof spaces

Best practice for positioning CO and fire alarms

Smoke and heat alarms

· On the ceiling, as central as possible in the room
· Sited 300mm from walls and light fittings – this ensures the alarm is out of any ‘dead air’

spaces where the airflow may be blocked
· Placed within 3m of every escape door ensure audibility
· Positioned between high risk rooms or areas
· For peaked and sloped ceilings - make sure there is a maximum of 600mm vertically down

from the apex for smoke alarms, and 150mm vertically down for heat alarms

Heat alarms are recommended for the kitchens

Smoke alarms are recommended for other areas

CO alarms

· Between 1m–3m from all potential sources of carbon monoxide (fuel burning
appliances)

· Sited 300mm from walls and light fittings – this is to ensure that they are outside of any
‘dead air’ spaces that occur in corners and spaces where the airflow may be blocked

· If the fuel burning appliance is in a confined space (e.g. a boiler room) then the alarm
should be sited on the ceiling just outside the room

· If there is no fuel-burning appliance, then place the alarm at breathing height

Maintaining alarms after installation

Alarms need to be routinely tested and cleaned. For battery operated units it is recommended to
delicately clean the alarm with a vacuum cleaner fitted with the soft brush once a month.



Ionisation alarm

Optical alarm

Multi-sensor alarm

Heat alarm
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ELECTRICAL
The overall electrical installation at Wards Corner Market including the two shops adjoining the Indoor
Market Units are in an unsatisfactory condition. The electrical installations across these premises is
untidy and dangerous in some areas.

There is no certification for any of the electrical installations. In numerous cases within the Market, the
arrangements are non-compliant according to BS 7671 IET Wiring Regulations. There were no
records available upon request for periodic inspection and testing across any of the premises.

The overall installation of emergency lighting at Wards Corner Market was in an unsatisfactory
condition. Maintained luminaires were not working and in need of replacement, illuminated emergency
directional signage in some cases were not working and in need of a lamp replacement. Non-
illuminated directional signage is some instances were not next to an emergency luminaire to
illuminate it in an emergency situation. There was no emergency lighting installed within the shops
adjoining Indoor Market Units.

The installation of the emergency lighting at the time of inspection, is non-compliant with BS 5266-1
Emergency Lighting.

There was no emergency lighting within the shops adjoining the Indoor Market which is considered to
be required under BS5266-1.

There is no emergency lighting within any of the stalls within the Market.

There was no emergency lighting within the Maisonette.

Due to lack of documentation it is unclear whether these areas require emergency lighting.

The overall installation of the fire alarm system at Wards Corner Market was in an unsatisfactory
condition. The main fire alarm panel had two faults indicated. Smoke detectors were located
throughout the circulation areas of the Market. Some of the units had smoke detectors located within
them whilst other units had no fire detection at all.

Stall holders of the Market Units had no idea where to go in a fire evacuation situation and in fact an
emergency fire drill had not been carried out for a considerable time. There was no compliance
documentation showing periodic inspection and testing of the fire alarm for the building. The fire alarm
installation as it currently stands, is non-compliant with BS 5839-1 Fire detection and fire alarm
systems for buildings.

MECHANICAL
The water and gas systems are in reasonable condition in the landlord areas of the Market Hall and
also within the tenant stalls.

There does not appear to be have been a water risk assessment carried out or any routine legionella
testing being carried out by the landlord.
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The gents stallholders toilets do not appear to have hot water provided which is in breach of the
Offices, Shops and Railways Act. It is assumed that this applies to the ladies toilets as well.

The only gas safety certificate that has been provided by the landlord references the boilers only but it
is considered that the gas pipework distribution system is a common system across the Market Hall
and that this installation should be retested and extended to the entire gas pipework system.

There is no landlord’s water or gas certification covering either the two shops or the Maisonette.

Contact name Steve Coppard

Steve.Coppard@wsp.com
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1 INTRODUCTION

WSP have been appointed by Transport for London to carry out a compliance survey of the
Electrical and Mechanical systems that serve 231-243, Wards Corner Market, Seven Sisters Road,
London N15 5BT.

The Market is operated by Market Asset Management (Seven Sisters) Ltd (MAM) under a lease
from Transport for London who in turn license traders to use the Market.

We were informed by MAM that the Market had been let by a previous tenant as an unoccupied
shell and that the previous tenant had constructed all of the Market stalls.

The Market comprises 34 Market stalls with two adjacent shops and a Maisonette above one of the
shops. The shops adjoining Indoor Market Units comprise Lowest Prices Luggage Store and 7
Sisters Domestic Appliances which includes the Mobile & Laptop Service Centre).

It was noted that the adjacent Wards Corner store is no longer in use.

The survey was carried out by Steve Coppard and Damien Campbell on 9 December 2019 and the
weather was mainly dry with a temperature of 8°C.

This report covers the landlord’s services that serve the common areas, shops and Maisonette and
the incoming supplies to each of the stalls.

This report has been compiled on the basis of the MAM assertion that compliance of all of the
electrical services and gas services within each stall are the responsibility of the licensee. WSP
have not seen a copy of the license to confirm that this is correct.
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2 ELECTRICAL SERVICES

2.1 LANDLORDS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
2.1.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

The Market is supplied by a three phase 100A DNO (District Network Operator) incoming supply
which enters the building in a cupboard in the ‘Main Office’.

We were informed that one of the fuses on the incoming supply had blown and had not been
replaced.

We were also made aware that there was another three-phase supply in the derelict building next
door which was being used as a substitute for the blown fuse to increase the capacity of the Market
building’s supply.

There are three distribution boards that are supplied. There are two Schneider 4 way three-phase
125A distribution boards and one MEM distribution board that was unable to be opened at the time
of the survey. The distribution boards provide power to each of the Market units, the description
which is written on some of the circuit tags within the Schneider distribution boards suggests that a
range of Market units are supplied from individual circuits.

The electrical equipment within each of the Market units varies. There is a mixture of token operated
electric meters and modern digital electric meters. Some of the Market units have a modern
distribution board installed and others have domestic type consumer units. Several of the consumer
units date back to the construction date of 1985, with the remainder dating from the 1990’s to
2000’s. The 1980’s consumer units have adapters fitted to allow more recent MCBs to be inserted
for protection instead of the old fuses. The consumer units date from 1990’s to 2000’s, are all
protected by MCBs.

A few of the Market unit owners explained that equipment would regularly trip out.

There are adjoining shops next to the Wards Corner Market, they are called; Lowest Prices, 7
Sisters Domestic Appliances, and Mobile & Laptop Service Centre. At the back of the ‘Lowest
Prices’ shop is a three phase 100A DNO (District Network Operator) incoming supply which
provides power to all of the shops adjoining the Market.

There are a mixture of consumer units and distribution boards that distribute power to the different
shops.

There is a residential flat ‘249A’ above the shop called ‘Mobile & Laptop Service Centre’ which has a
side entrance access next to the shop. This is fed from a 100A single phase metered supply
providing power to the property.

2.1.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
Main Office Incoming Supply

The switchgear within the main office, in general, is in a reasonable condition. The Schneider
distribution boards are the newest items of switchgear that have been installed this year to deliver
the power from the adjacent property to the stalls. The other distribution boards seem relatively new
and would have been installed from 2010 onwards.
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None of the distribution boards has a distribution board schedule or any indication of records
available for periodic inspection and testing.

Each of the individual circuits are labelled according to the Market units that they serve. There are
spare ways available on each of the new distribution boards with one of the new boards having no
blank inserts covering the spare ways to prevent people from accidentally putting foreign objects into
the body of the distribution board near the busbars. The other distribution board does have blank
inserts for some of the spare ways but other spare ways have been left open and exposed which
can potentially cause harm.

The cupboard in the manager’s office is not lockable.

The trunking within the main cupboard has no lid on it, exposing all of the cables contained within it.

Other cables within the cupboard are loosely hanging and have no cable support or any mechanical
protection. There are holes within the trunking where the cables pass through, but there are no
grommets in them to protect and seal the cables passing through them. Some of the cables within
the trunking look as if they have taped joints. We were unable to determine whether the taped joints
were covering damaged insulation.
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ic meter and incoming supply
Electric meter and incoming supply Distribution Board Supplying Market units

Cable trunking with now lid Distribution Board Supplying Market units

Taped joints in cables
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2.2 INDOOR MARKET UNITS ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
2.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

The stalls are fed from the landlord’s incoming supply with the majority of the units complete with
submeters and consumer units or distribution boards. A few have distribution boards and no
submeter. Those tenants that have distribution boards and no meter have no way of having their
electricity usage monitored. Most of the submeters are 1980’s token meters. The tenant buys tokens
from the landlord and once they have been used the landlord empties the tokens from the padlocked
meter and re-sells them to the tenants. Other Market Units have a modern digital sub meter.

Some of the consumer units were from the date of construction in1985, others are from the
1990’s/2000’s. A number of the consumer units and distribution boards have a variation of circuit
breakers made by different manufacturers.

Some of the arrangements are not safe for example, jointed cables have not been safely insulated
and are non-compliant installation according to BS 7671 IET Wiring Regulations.

Some distribution boards/consumer units have blank inserts missing which are required to prevent
people from accidentally putting foreign objects into the body of the distribution board near the
busbars. In a number of instances there is no mechanical protection or support for cables in the
Market Units.

2.2.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
The overall condition of the installation of the Indoor Market units is unsatisfactory, in most cases the
arrangements are non-compliant according to BS 7671 IET Wiring Regulations as there are no
records available for periodic inspection and testing. They are untidy and dangerous in some
instances. In one example, a circuit breaker has been wired directly into from the electric meter. This
can be seen in one of the images below.

 Tenant’s electric meter and consumer unit 1980’s. Tenant’s consumer unit containing five different
breaker types
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 Tenant’s Distribution Board with digital meter Consumer unit missing blanks for spare ways

Consumer unit missing blanks for spare ways and has                Dangerous installation non-compliant with BS 7671
different breaker manufacturers
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2.3 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION IN THE ADJOINING SHOPS
2.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

Each store has its own incoming metered supply with the luggage shop being located at the front
and the 7 Sisters Domestic Appliances supply being at the rear.

2.3.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
The condition of the incoming supply for the shops adjoining the Market Units is unsatisfactory. The
wiring is not supported or mechanically protected. There are no records available for periodic
inspection and testing.

Main supply for Shops adjoining Wards Corner 3 phase meter

No blanks in place to provide ingress protection
No blanks in place to provide ingress protection Consumer unit for “Lowest Prices” shop
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2.4 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION TO THE MAISONETTE
2.4.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

The Maisonette has a single phase metered supply that enters at ground floor level into a cupboard.

2.4.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
The condition of the incoming supply for Flat ‘249A’ is unsatisfactory. The arrangement is not
concealed within a lockable cupboard. Not all cables are clipped securely in place. There is no
mechanical protection for the cables. There appears to be a direct feed from the incoming supply
going to an isolator switch. We were unable to determine what this fed from the visual inspection.
There were no records available for periodic inspection and testing.

Incoming supply for Flat ‘249A’ above shops Incoming supply fuse for ‘Flat 249A’
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Incoming supply for Flat ‘249A’ above shops

2.5 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
2.5.1 MAIN OFFICE INCOMING SUPPLY

For the installations on the main incoming supply for Wards Corner there was no documentation
available.

There was no indication of any records available for periodic inspection and testing. None could be
provided when they were requested for inspection.

WSP were informed by MAM that their electrical contractor that carried out the installation of the
power supply from the adjacent building would not provide certification of his work as he considered
the electrical systems to be unsafe.

2.5.2 INDOOR MARKET UNITS
For the installations within each of the Indoor Market units, there is limited documentation available
as detailed in the spreadsheet at the rear of this report. There was no indication of any records
available for periodic inspection and testing of switchgear equipment. Three of the tenants produced
PAT Testing certificates for the personal appliances they use within their unit.
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PAT Test Certificate for Unit 46 PAT Test stickers on tested equipment for Unit 46

PAT Test stickers on tested equipment for Unit 46

PAT Test Certificate for Unit 49 & 50
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PAT Test Certificate for Unit 25

2.5.3 SHOPS ADJOINING INDOOR MARKET UNITS
For the installations within the shops adjacent to Wards Corner Market, there were no
documentation available. There was no indication of any records available for periodic inspection
and testing. None could be provided when they were requested for inspection.

2.5.4 MAISONETTE
For the installation within ‘Flat 249A’, there was no documentation available. There was no
indication of any records available for periodic inspection and testing. None could be provided when
they were requested for inspection.

2.6 EMERGENCY LIGHTING
2.6.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

The emergency lighting within Wards Corner Market is made up of maintained single fluorescent
batten luminaires. These are located throughout the circulation space of the building. The fittings
were tested via key switches. There is also a combination of maintained illuminated and non-
illuminated emergency directional signage.

There is no emergency lighting within any of the stalls within the Market.

There was no emergency lighting within the shops adjoining the Indoor Market.

There was no emergency lighting within the Maisonette

Due to lack of documentation it is unclear whether this area requires any emergency lighting.

2.6.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
The installation of the emergency lighting within Wards Corner Market area as it currently stands, is
non-compliant with BS 5266-1 Emergency Lighting.
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There was no information provided on the testing regime or testing documents available for review.
to determine the overall condition.

 A number of the batten fittings are not working as either the fluorescent lamp has failed or the fitting
needs to be replaced.

There were a number of the maintained illuminated emergency directional signage where the fitting
was not working.

There is also non-illuminated emergency directional signage that were not next to an emergency
luminaire to enable it to be seen in emergency situation.

The arrangement of the emergency luminaires prompted a request to see the installation test results
to confirm that the correct lux levels are being achieved in an emergency situation. These were
unavailable upon request. We requested to look at the emergency lighting periodic testing, and
these were also unavailable upon request.

We were informed that an emergency light test had been carried out three months ago although no
remedial action to replace the failed fittings had been carried out. We were also informed that a
battery discharge test ad been carried out for about 30 minutes which is not incompliance with three
hour test required under BS 5266-1 Emergency Lighting.

Single batten emergency lighting within the circulation space Non-illuminated emergency signage next to a non-
emergency luminaire emergency luminaire
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Unlit Illuminated emergency signage above exit

There was no emergency lighting installed within the shops adjoining the Indoor Market. As it
currently stands, the installation is non-compliant with BS 5266-1 Emergency Lighting.

There was no emergency lighting within the Maisonette 249A’. Due to lack of documentation it is
unclear whether this area required any emergency lighting.

2.6.3 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
When requested, there was no compliance documentation available showing periodic inspection
and testing of the emergency lighting for any of the buildings that were surveyed as part of this
report. As it currently stands, none of the buildings are compliant with BS 5266-1 Emergency
Lighting.

2.7 FIRE ALARM
2.7.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

The fire alarm panel is located directly above the main office door within the Market. It is a C-Tec
CFP Standard 8 Zone Conventional Fire Alarm Panel. There are smoke detectors located
throughout the Market in the circulation areas with combined fire alarm sounders/xenon beacons
and manual call points located throughout.

17% of the stalls are provided with smoke detection.

There was no fire alarm detection within the shops adjoining the Indoor Market units. Without access
to the fire strategy it is unclear whether these areas require fire alarm detection.

There was no fire alarm detection within ‘Flat 249A’. Without access to the fire strategy it is unclear
whether these areas require fire alarm detection.
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2.7.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
The fire alarm system appears to be in working condition although there was a fault on the panel at
the time of arrival to carry out the inspection. It should also be noted that there was a fault on the
panel at the time of our previous visit on 12 November 2019.

Without knowing the testing regime or seeing the testing documents, we cannot determine the
overall condition of the fire alarm system.

Breakglass units and the sounder/xenon beacons look as if they had been installed within the
2000’s. The cabling to many of the devices looks as if it was installed within the 1990’s.

During the survey, the fire alarm was activated which registered a second fault in the panel and it
was noted that none of the tenants reacted and generally appeared not to be worried. When
questioned about the response to the activation of the fire alarm, they explained that no one really
takes any notice of the fire alarm when it is set off.

The tenants had no idea as to the location of the fire assembly point in case of fire as they have
never performed routine fire drills. We would have expected quarterly fire drills to be carried out in a
public building.

Whilst speaking to Johnathan from MAM (Market Asset Management Ltd), we were told that whilst
we were around, a fire alarm test would be performed at lunch time. This did not happen.

Fire Alarm Panel for Wards Corner Market Manual call point located near exit
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Combined sounder/xenon beacon Smoke detector located in Market Unit

There is no fire alarm detection installed within the shops adjoining the Indoor Market units. As it
currently stands, they not are compliant with BS 5839-1 Fire detection and fire alarm systems for
buildings.

There is no fire alarm detection installed within Maisonette. As it currently stands, the flat is not
compliant with BS 5839-1 Fire detection and fire alarm systems for buildings.

Fire risk assessments should be carried out by the landlord to confirm whether fire detection
systems need to be installed.

2.7.3 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
When requested, there was no compliance documentation available to view showing periodic
inspection and testing of the fire alarm for any of the buildings that were surveyed as part of this
report.

Due to there being a fault on the panel, no records of maintenance and periodic inspection and
testing, and no fire detection throughout any of the other buildings, this makes the fire alarm system
non-compliant with BS 5839-1 Fire detection and fire alarm systems for buildings.
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3 MECHANICAL SERVICES

3.1 GAS
3.1.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

Gas enters the building at the front of the building assumed to be from the infrastructure in Seven
Sisters Road into a utility meter located at low level adjacent to the northern entrance doors.

From the meter gas distribution pipework rises to high level and is extended to serve the gas fired
boiler located at the rear of the building. All main pipework is run in steel pipe and fittings as where
visible is identified with tape marked gas. It was noticed that there was no low level lever ball valve
installed in the boiler house for emergency isolation of the gas supply in accordance with the Gas
Regulations.

This distribution pipework system crosses the Market Hall and has been extended to provide a gas
supply to four of the restaurant units, namely Pueblita Paisa, Las Delicia De Juancho. Columbia
Café and Manatial. Each individual supply is run in copper tube and fittings complete with a
secondary gas meter. There is a low level valve installed in each restaurant unit for isolation
purposes.

It is understood that MAM charge the stall holders for the gas consumption.

The Maisonette has a gas supply again drawn from the infrastructure in Seven Sisters Road with the
meter being located at high level in the entrance hall. This supply is then extended to the gas fired
boiler in the kitchen area of the Maisonette at first floor level.

3.1.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
In general, the gas installation is in satisfactory condition.

There is no interlock installed in any of the kitchens of the four restaurants to meet the requirements
of DW172 where a gas should only be supplied when the ventilation system in the restaurant is
operational.

3.1.3 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
WSP have been presented with a gas soundness certificate that only appears to reference the gas
installation in the boiler house.

WSP would expect this certificate to cover the whole of the gas installation in the Market Hall.

The stall holders should only be responsible for the compliance certificate for the cooking equipment
connected to the gas supply as well as the installation of a solenoid valve and knock off button all
linked to a gas proving system interfaced with the kitchen extract fan to comply with DW172.

3.2 WATER
3.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

A mains incoming water supply enters the building from the service road at the rear of the Market
Hall.
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This main connection is then extended to serve the male and female staff toilets in either rear corner
of the Market Hall and the majority of the Market stalls such as restaurants, butchers, hair salons,
nail bars etc. Each stall is complete with a secondary water meter.

All pipework is run in copper tube and fittings with the pipework being uninsulated where visible.

Each tenant is understood to pay MAM for the water that they consume.

3.2.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
The mains cold water distribution system is in satisfactory condition but would benefit from the
distribution pipework throughout the Market Hall being thermally insulated to minimise elevation of
the water temperature being recorded during the warmer months.

It was noted in the gents staff toilets that there does not appear to be a water heater installed to
provide hot water for handwashing as required under the Offices, Shops and Railway Act 1963. It is
assumed that the ladies staff toilets are the same.

Within the Market stalls the condition of the installations where visible is also satisfactory.

3.2.3 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
There is no records of a water risk assessment or legionella testing being carried out all of which we
consider to be the responsibility of MAM as the system is fundamentally a common system
throughout the Market Hall.

The two items which the tenants should be responsible for are the recording of tap temperatures
where the hot water is being used to serve the public such as the hairdressers and nail bars.
Furthermore, a cleaning regime should be in place for cleaning of the spray type heads used in
some of the stalls for hair washing etc. with the date recorded.

3.3 VENTILATION
3.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTALLATION

There is no landlord’ ventilation systems installed apart from mechanical ventilation to the gents
toilet and it is assumed that a similar system is installed in the ladies toilet.

However, within the café stalls there are kitchen canopies installed with extract fans and ductwork
which rises externally on the rear elevation to discharge to atmosphere at roof level. It was noted
that there are no access doors installed at 3m intervals and at changes of direction for cleaning
purposes in accordance with TR19 and DW172.

Equally where gas is used there is no gas proving system incorporating a solenoid valve and
emergency knock off buttons installed in the cooking area which should be linked to the ventilation
system so that gas can only be used when the ventilation system is operating. This system should
also be linked to the fire alarm system to failsafe in case of fire as detailed in BS 6173 2009 and
DW172.

The only method of gas isolation currently is a manually operated gas cock.

There is no ventilation installed to the first floor cooking area of the Pueblita Paisa restaurant where
the cooking is by electric means. Ventilation should be installed by the tenant as matter of urgency.
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3.3.2 CONDITION OF INSTALLATION
In general, the condition of the extract ventilation and gas pipework to the stalls is satisfactory with
some rusting occurring on the external ductwork.

3.3.3 COMPLIANCE DOCUMENTATION
WSP believe that the responsibility for ductwork cleaning is the responsibility of each tenant and this
should be carried out in accordance with the schedule within TR19. This will involve the installation
of access doors for cleaning at all changes of direction and at 3m intervals

The fitting of gas safety interlocks is also the responsibility of the tenants to comply with BS 6173

Secondary gas meters at high level
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Typical secondary water meter

Typical tenant shower used
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Typical tenant’s water heater

Typical tenant’s shower unit with spray head and hose
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Gas cock to cooking equipment in a café

External kitchen extract ductwork rising to roof level – no access panels installed



Seven Sisters MEP Compliance List
Unit No Occupier Trade Electrical 5 Year Test Test Certificate PAT Test Certificate Emergency Lighting Certificate Ductwork Cleaning Certificate Water Hygiene Certificate Legionella Certificate

1 & 2 Lindas Boutique Womens Clothes Shop Required Required Required
3 El Cafetal Money Transfer/Exchange Required Required Required Required Required Yes

4, 5 & 6 Pueblita Paisa Restaurant Required Required Required Required Required Required No
7 & 8 City News Hardware Required Required Required Not Applicable

9 Fruit & Veg Store Fruit & Veg Store Required Required Required Not Accessable
10 Genesis Transfer Money Transfer/Exchange Required Required Required

11, 12, 59 & 60 Didbrow Pro Beauty Salon Required Required Required
13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, &

20
Merca Express Food Shop/ Butchers Required Required Required Required Required

16 Linen Shop
21 &22 DJoloF Salon (Unocupied)

23 (Unoccupied)
24 Hollywood Hair Hair Salon Required Required Required Required Required
25 Mily Hair Barbershop Required Accepted Required Accepted Required Required Required
26 Mercado Lotery Outlet Required Required Required

27 & 28 M & H Lettings Letting Agent Required Required Required Required Required
29 & 36 Las Delicias De Juancho Restaurant Required Required Required Required Required Required
30 & 35 M & H Lettings (Under Construction)

31, 32, 33 & 34 Tiendas Manuelita Food Store/ Bar Required Required Required Required Required
37 & 38 Stylos Hair Salon Required Required Required Required Required

39, 40, 41, 42, 43 & 48 Columbia café Restaurant Required Required Required Required Required Required
44 Womens Clothes Shop Womens Clothes Shop Required Required Required
46 Columbia café Kitchen area of restaurant Required Required Accepted Required Required Required Required
47 Columbia café Seating area of restaurant Required Required Required Required Required
49 Oasis Hair Salon Required Required Accepted Required Required Required
50 Renew hair Hair Salon Required Required Required Required Required
51 Don Pedro Money Transfer/Exchange Required Required Required
52 Martinez Butchers Required Required Required Required Required
53 Manantial Restaurant Required Required Required Required Required
54 Mana Paula Hair Salon
55 Corina Spa Beauty Salon
56 Videomania Record Shop Required Required Required
57 Ben Property Solutions Letting Agent Required Required Required
58 Beauty Salon Required Required Required Required Required

Adjoining Shop to market
building

Luggage shop Lowest Prices (Luggage Shop) Required Required Required

Adjoining Shop to market
building

7 Sisters Domestic
Appliances

7 Sisters Domestic Appliances
(Clothes, Fridge Freezers &
Mobile and Laptop Service

Repairs

Required Required Required Required Required

Apartment above the
adjoining shops

Required Required Required Required Required
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COMPLIANCE ACTION LIST



Any issues have been categorised according to severity: Todos los problemas se han clasificado según su gravedad:
¡ A - Breach of statutory requirements; n A - Incumplimiento de los requisitos legales;
¡ B - Safety risk to market; n B - Riesgo de seguridad para el mercado;
¡ C - Safety risk to trader unit; n C - Riesgo de seguridad para la unidad de comercio;
¡ D - Not in line with best practice; n D - No accorde con las buenas practicas
¡ E - Ongoing deterioration requiring maintenance. n E - Deterioro continuo que requiere mantenimiento.

Any works that have been highlighted have also been noted with a timescale for the required works: También se han anotado las obras que se han destacado con un calendario para las obras requeridas:
¡ 1 – Immediate; n 1 - Inmediato;
¡ 2 – Within 1 week; n 2 - Dentro de una semana;
¡ 3 – Within 1 month; n 3 - Dentro de un mes;
¡ 4 – Within 3 months; n 4 - Dentro de 3 meses;
¡ 5 – Longer term renovation activity. n 5 - Actividad de renovación a largo plazo.

English Spanish English Spanish English Spanish English Spanish

NumberArea Area2 Recommendations / Issues Recomendaciones / Temas Actions Acciones Priority Actions required by Las acciones requeridas a
1 Units 1&2 - Lindas Boutique Unidades 1 y 2 - Boutique Lindas Defective electrical face plates, sockets and wiring. Placas enchufes y cableado eléctrico defectuosos. Repairs required. Se requieren reparaciones. A1 Trader Comerciante

2 Units 4-6 – Pueblito Paisa Unidades 4-6 - Pueblito Paisa Exposed gas bottle and heater, exposed electrics, daisy chaining of
electrical leads, steep stairs, trip hazards on flooring and trailing
leads, battery smoke detection, no emergency lighting, first floor
used for cooking, no record of extract being cleaned or serviced.

Bombona de gas y calentador expuestos, circuitos eléctricos expuestos,
enchufes multitoma, escaleras empinadas, peligro de tropiezones
debido a suelo inadecuado y cables sueltos, detección de humos, falta
de iluminación de emergencia, primera planta usada para cocina, no hay
registro de que se haya limpiado o reparado el extractor de humos.

Remove heater and gas bottle, repair electrics, remove trailing
leads & install additional socket outlets, remove trip hazards.
Install emergency lighting, clean ductwork.

Quitar el calentador y la bombona de gas,
reparar el sistema eléctrico, quitar los cables
sueltos e instalar enchufes adicionales,
eliminar los riesgos de tropezones. Instalar
iluminación de emergencia, limpiar los
conductos.

A1 Trader but Landlord to install
additional power and lighting

El comerciante pero el propietario para instalar
potencia e iluminación adicional

3 Units 13-15 & 17-20 Merca
Express, Bakery & Butchers

Unidades 13-15 y 17-20 Merca Express, Panadería
y Carnicería

Lack of fire stopping on penetrations, no record of extract being
cleaned or serviced, more robust fixing required on fire blanket,
steep stairs, electrics within wet area.

Ausencia de cortafuegos en las penetraciones, no hay registro de que se
haya limpiado o revisado el extractor de homus, se requiere una fijación
más robusta en la manta ignifugo, escaleras empinadas, circuitos
electricos dentro de la zona húmeda.

Install fire stopping, clean ductwork, replace fire blanket fixing,
upgrade electrics in wet area to correct IP rating.

Instalar cortafuegos, limpiar los conductos,
sustituir la fijación de la manta ignifuga,
actualizar el sistema eléctrico en la zona
húmeda para corregir la clasificación IP.

A1 Trader Comerciante

4 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The entrance/fire exit door was of timber construction and fitted
with a key lock.

La puerta de entrada/salida de incendios era de madera y tenía una
cerradura con llave.

It is strongly advised that a thumb turn lock is installed as all
doors on escape routes should be quick and easy to open from
inside without the need for a key.

Se recomienda encarecidamente que se
instale una cerradura de giro de pulgar ya que
todas las puertas de las rutas de escape
deben ser rápidas y fáciles de abrir desde el
interior sin necesidad de una llave.

A1 Landlord Propietario

5 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The incoming electrical cable and distribution board is located in
the hallway, along the escape route which causes a risk to the
tenants.

El cable eléctrico entrante y el tablero de distribución están situados en
el pasillo, a lo largo de la ruta de escape, lo que supone un riesgo para
los inquilinos.

It is recommended that this is also covered with fire / heat
resistant boxing.

Se recomienda que esto también se cubra con
una caja resistente al fuego / calor.

A1 Landlord Propietario

6 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial There are a number of old, redundant smoke detectors on the
ceiling throughout the flat.

Hay un serie de detectores de humo antiguos y redundantes por todo el
techo del piso

Fully functioning smoke detectors should be fitted in all areas. Se deben instalar detectores de humo
plenamente funcionales en todas las zonas

A1 Landlord Propietario

7 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The wall between the kitchen and escape stair contained a glazed
penetration which again showed no signs of fire stopping. It is
unlikely that this glass is fire retardant which poses a risk as the
kitchen is a high-risk area and requires compartmentation from
the first floor landing escape route.

La pared entre la cocina y la escalera de escape contenía una
penetración acristalada que nuevamente no mostraba signos de
detener el fuego. Es poco probable que este vidrio sea retardante del
fuego, lo que supone un riesgo, ya que la cocina es una zona de alto
riesgo y requiere la compartimentación de la ruta de escape de la
primera planta.

Install fire rated glazing and review compartmentation. Instalar cristales resistentes al fuego y revisar
la compartimentación.

A1 Landlord Propietario

8 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The stud wall separated the bedroom from the first floor landing
escape route.

La pared del muro separaba el dormitorio de la ruta de escape de la
primera planta.

Intrusive survey required  to determine the fire integrity of the
wall.

Se requiere una inspección intrusiva para
determinar la integridad de la resistencia al
fuego de la pared.

A1 Landlord Propietario

9 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The electrical sockets were close to the electrical cooking
appliance.

Los enchufes eléctricos estaban cerca del aparato de cocina. Move sockets to at least 100mm away from any cooking
equipment.

Mueva los enchufes al menos a 100 mm de
distancia de cualquier equipo de cocina.

A1 Landlord Propietario

10 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial There was no source of fire detection in the kitchen. No había ninguna fuente de detección de incendios en la cocina. Install heat detector. Instale detector de calor. A1 Landlord Propietario

11 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial There was no emergency lighting present within the flat. No había iluminación de emergencia dentro del piso. Install emergency lighting along escape route. Instalar iluminación de emergencia a lo largo
de la ruta de escape.

A1 Landlord Propietario

12 245 High Road – Luggage Shop 245 High Road - Tienda de equipaje No fire detection or signage noted in the premises and electrical
wiring was exposed. No emergency lighting. Trip hazards in door
way.

No se ha observado ningun detector de incendios o señalización en el
local y el cableado eléctrico estaba expuesto. No hay iluminación de
emergencia. Peligro de tropezones en la puerta.

Install fire detection, emergency lighting, repair electrical wiring,
remove trip hazards.

Instalar detección de incendios, iluminación
de emergencia, reparar el cableado eléctrico,
eliminar el peligro de tropezones.

A1 Landlord Propietario

13 247 High Street – Clothes Shop 247 High Street - Tienda de ropa No fire detection or signage noted in the premises. No emergency
lighting.

No se ha observado ningun detector de incendios ni señalizacion en el
local.  No hay iluminación de emergencia.

Install fire detection and emergency lighting. Instalar la detección de incendios y el
alumbrado de emergencia.

A1 Landlord Propietario
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14 247 High Street – Furniture
Shop (with an area used as a
hairdressers)

247 High Street - Tienda de muebles (con un área
usada como peluquería)

No smoke detection in the kitchen area, two pin plugs used,
electrical wiring exposed. Fire extinguishers not maintained in line
with guidelines.   No fire compartmentation between the kitchen
area or different units (clothes shop, phone shop and
hairdressers). Flooring in poor condition and a trip hazard. Blocked
rear fire exit and steel door locked. No Push pad fitted. Items
stored in the aisles / means of escape. No emergency lighting or
signage. No fire alarm or call points.

No hay detección de humo en el área de la cocina, se usan dos enchufes
de clavija, el cableado eléctrico está expuesto. Los extintores de
incendios no se mantienen de acuerdo con las directrices.   No hay
compartimentación contra el fuego entre el área de la cocina o las
diferentes unidades (tienda de ropa, tienda de teléfonos y peluquería).
Suelo en malas condiciones y peligro de tropiezo. Salida de incendios
trasera bloqueada y puerta de acero cerrada con llave. No hay un
almohadilla de empuje instalado. Artículos almacenados en los pasillos /
medios de escape. No hay iluminación de emergencia o señalización. No
hay alarma de incendio o puntos de llamada.

Install fire detection, emergency lighting, repair electrical wiring,
install fire compartmentation, remove trip hazards, clear rear exit
and fit push pad clear aisles/routes.

Instalar detección de incendios, iluminación
de emergencia, reparar el cableado eléctrico,
instalar compartimentacion contra incendios,
eliminar los peligros de tropiezos, despejar la
salida trasera y colocar una almohadilla de
empuje para despejar los pasillos/rutas.

A1 Landlord but Trader to remove
trip hazards and keep escape
route clear

Propietario pero comerciante para eliminar los
peligros de tropezones y mantener la ruta de
escape despejada

15 247 High Street – Phone Shop 247 High Street - Tienda de teléfonos No fire alarm or call points or emergency lighting. No hay alarma de incendio o puntos de llamada o iluminación de
emergencia.

Install fire detection and emergency lighting. Instalar la detección de incendios y el
alumbrado de emergencia.

A1 Landlord Propietario

16 Market incoming electrics Acometida electrica del Mercado No current 5 year NICEIC test report available. No hay disponible ningún informe actual de la prueba NICEIC de 5 años. Carry out testing of all landlords electrical circuits and tenanted
areas.

Realizar pruebas de los circuitos eléctricos de
todos los propietarios y de las áreas
arrendadas.

A1 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

17 Emergency Lighting Iluminación de emergencia No test results for lux readings and battery discharge test. Some
fittings are not operational.

No hay resultados de las lecturas de lux y de la prueba de descarga de la
batería. Algunos accesorios no están operativos.

Carry out remedial repairs to failed fittings and complete all
testing.

Llevar a cabo las reparaciones de los
accesorios defectuosos y complete todas las
pruebas.

A1 Landlord Propietario

18 Generally throughout - smoke
detection, compartmentation,
surface spread of flame and
door locks

De forma general - deteccion de humos,
compartimentalizacion, propagacion superficial
de llama y cerraduras de puertas

Detection, compartmentation, surface spread of flame and locks
are issues which are constant throughout the market.

Deteccion, compartimentalizacion, propagacion superficial de llama, y
cerraduras son problemas generales de todo el mercado.

Smoke detection to be fitted where combustibles are stored and
heat detection fitted in kitchens. Correct fire compartmentation
between units needs to be addressed. Fire resistant material's
should be used on all separation lines between the units, with
penetrations correctly sealed. All escape routes should have Class
0 rated products to line all walls etc. All doors to be addressed to
ensure thumb turns are fitted to prevent users being locked inside
units.

Colocar detectores de humo donde se
almacenan combustibles y detectores the
calor en cocinas. Se necesita satisfacer la
corecta compartimentalizacion entre
unidades

A1 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

19 First floor units without
adequate handrails

Unidades del primer piso sin pasamanos
adequados

Stall holders and the general public could fall from first floor areas
as the protection here is not sufficient.

Encargados de los puestos y publico en general podrian caer del primer
piso ya que la proteccion aqui no es suficiente.

Undertake improvement works to improve guards and handrails
at first floor levels.

Acometer trabajos de mejora para mejorar las
barandillas y pasamanos

A1 Landlord Propietario

20 Stability of structural frames
and floors

Estabilidad estructural de estructuras y suelos The internal  structures of framed walls and suspended first-floors
are believed to not have been formally engineered. The few small
exposed floor joists suggest that the design is not adequate to
support the appropriate retail imposed loading of 4.0kN/m2
(Approx. 400kg/m2) in accordance with previous and current
design loads.

Se creee que la estructura interna de las paredes y primeras plantas
suspendidas no estan formalmente diseñadas. Las pocas vigas
expuestas del piso sugieren que el diseño no es adecuado para soportar
la carga   impuesta del comercio appropiada de 4.0kN/m2 (Approx.
400kg/m2) conforme a las cargas previas y actuales diseñadas.

An intrusive review for the units are required to confirm that the
sections used are suitable for their intended use and the
structures are appropriately designed. Confirmation required that
current designs conform to building regulations.

Se requiere una revision intrusiva de las
unidades para confirmar que las seccciones
utilizadas son las adecuadas para su uso
previsto y  las estructuras estan
adecuadamente diseñadas. Se requiere
confirmacion de que los diseños actuales son
conformes con las normas de edificacion.

A1 Landlord Propietario

21 Units 3 – Ria / El Cafetal Unidades 3 - Ria / El Cafetal Excessive paper storage in upstairs office, potential weight issue
from storage on first floor, daisy chaining of electrical leads, steep
stairs.

Excesivo almacenamiento de papel en la oficina de arriba, posible
problema de peso por el almacenamiento en la primera planta,
enchufes muiltitoma, escaleras empinadas.

Remove paper, install additional sockets. Quitar el papel, instalar enchufes adicionales. B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

22 Units 7 & 8 – City News Unidades 7 y 8 - Noticias de la ciudad Call point covered over by retail items, electric sockets overloaded. Punto de llamada cubierto por artículos de venta al por menor, los
enchufes eléctricos sobrecargados.

Uncover call point, install additional sockets. Descubrir el punto de llamada, instalar
enchufes adicionales.

B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

23 Units 11, 12 & 58 -60 DB
Didbrow Pro

Unidades 11, 12 y 58 -60 DB Didbrow Pro Emergency lighting did not appear to be working during our
inspection. No smoke detectors were installed within the salon.
When all hair dryers were on, it was noted that the shop became
extremely misty and hot indicating limited / no ventilation.

La iluminación de emergencia no parecía funcionar durante nuestra
inspección. No habia instalados detectores de humo en el salón. Cuando
todos los secadores de pelo estaban encendidos, se observó que la
tienda se volvió extremadamente brumosa y caliente, lo que indica que
la ventilación es limitada o nula.

Check emergency lighting. Install smoke detectors, install
ventilation.

Revisar la iluminación de emergencia. Instalar
detectores de humo, instalar ventilación.

B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

24 Unit 23 - Nail salon and tattoo
salon first floor

Ground floor nail salon. Smoke alarm fitted, exposed electrical
wiring. First floor tattoo salon - steep staircase, no emergency
lighting fitted.

Planta baja - salon de manicura. Equipado con alaema de incendios,
cables electricos expuestos. Primera planta - escalera empinada, no
equipado con luces de emergencia.

Ensure smoke detectors are working, address exposed wiring
issues, install emergency lighting.

Asegurarse de que los detectores de humo
funcionan, solucionar los problemas de cables
expuestos, instalar luces de emergencia

B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

25 Unit 24 – Hollywood Hair and
Nails

Unidad 24 - Cabello y Uñas de Hollywood No smoke detection on either ground or first floor. Daisy chaining
of electrical leads to space heaters on first floor. Steep stairs.

No hay detectores de humo ni en la planta baja ni en el primer piso. El
encadenamiento de cables eléctricos conduce a los calentadores del
primer piso. Escaleras empinadas.

Install smoke detection, install additional sockets. Instalar la detección de humo, instalar
enchufes adicionales.

B2 Landlord Propietario

26 Units 29 & 36 – Café Unidades 29 y 36 - Café Spiral stairs used to access the first floor would cause evacuation
issues in an emergency, first floor used for cooking, no record of
extract being cleaned or serviced.

Las escaleras de caracol utilizadas para acceder al primer piso causarían
problemas de evacuación en caso de emergencia, el primer piso se
utiliza para cocinar, no hay registro de que se haya limpiado o reparado
el extractor.

Clean ductwork. Limpiar los conductos. B2 Trader Comerciante
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27 Unit 38 - Pretty Nails Unidad 38 - Pretty Nails Ground floor nail salon. No emergency lighting fitted, plumbing
pipework not adequately fire stopped through compartment walls,
changes in floor coverings with no threshold strip fitted (potential
trip hazard). First floor – Used for storage. Battery smoke alarm
fitted and operating correctly, although the ‘test button’ was
missing.

Planta baja - salon de manicura. No equipado con luces de emergencia,
tubos de fontaneria sin resitencia al fuego atraves de las paredes,
cambios de recubrimiento de suelo sin junta de transicion (riesgo de
tropezon potencial). Primer piso - usado para almacen. Equipado con
detector de humos con bateria que opera correctamente, pero le falta
el boton de test.

Install emergency lighting and upgrade smoke alarms Instalar luces de emergencia y actualizar las
alarmas the incendions

B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

28 Unit 39 - Oasis Café First floor – Food preparation/ storage area. Services exposed, no
smoke alarm fitted in larger room, one fitted in the office area but
not working, power sockets overloaded, steep staircase.

Primer piso - preparacion de comida/ area de almacenamiento.
Instalaciones expuestas, habitacion grande no equipada con alarma de
incendios, una colocada en el area de la oficina pero no funciona,
enchufes sobracargados, escalera empinada.

Upgrade smoke alarms and install additional sockets. Actualizar las alarmas de incendios e instalar
enchufes adicionales.

B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

29 Units 39-41 & 48 - Oasis Café
and Kitchen

Unidades 39-41 y 48 - Café y Cocina Oasis Ground floor kitchens with seating in market aisle area, 1st floor
office / storage but no access - no record of extracts being cleaned
or serviced, Kitchen / food preparation on first floor.

Cocinas de la planta baja con asientos en el área del pasillo en mercado,
oficina / almacén del primer piso pero sin acceso - no hay registro de
que los extractores se limpien o mantengan, Cocina / preparación de
alimentos en el primer piso.

Remove seating from fire escape route, clean ductwork. Quitar los asientos de la ruta de escape de
incendios, limpiar los conductos.

B2 Trader Comerciante

30 Units 42-43 & 46-47 –
Colombian Coffee and Kitchen

Unidades 42-43 y 46-47 - Café y cocina
colombiana

Steep stairs, fire blanket needs to be changed for one with a steel
ring around the holding attachment and repositioned, no fire
detection in the kitchen.

Escaleras empinadas, hay que cambiar la manta ignifuga por una con un
anillo de acero alrededor del accesorio de sujeción y recolocarla, no hay
detección de fuego en la cocina.

Change fire blanket, install detection. Cambiar la manta ignifuga instalar la
detección.

B2 Landlord & Trader Propietario y comerciante

31 Unit 44 - Clothes shop Unidad 44 - Tienda de ropa Electric sockets appear to be overloaded. Los enchufes eléctricos parecen estar sobrecargados. Install additional electric sockets. Instalar enchufes eléctricos adicionales. B2 Landlord Propietario

32 Unit 45 – Housing Advice Unidad 45 - Asesoramiento en materia de
vivienda

1st floor storage but no access, seating in market aisles. Almacenamiento en el primer piso pero sin acceso, asientos en los
pasillos del mercado.

Remove seating from fire escape route. Reitrar los asientos de la ruta de escape de
incendios.

B2 Trader Comerciante

33 Unit 53 – Manantial Café Unidad 53 - Café Manantial Issues with exposed electrics, no record of heating ventilation
being maintained or cleaned, steep stairs.

Problemas con no hay registro de que se haya mantenido o limpiado la
ventilación de la calefacción, escaleras empinadas.

Repair electrics, clean ductwork. Reparar la electricidad, limpiar los conductos. B2 Trader Comerciante

34 Market Water Connection Conexión de agua del mercado No water risk assessment available for review. No se dispone de una evaluación de los riesgos para el agua para su
revision.

Carry out water risk assessment and issue report. Llevar a cabo una evaluación de los riesgos
del agua y emitir un informe.

B3 Landlord Propietario

35 Market Water Connection Conexión de agua del mercado No legionella testing and results available for review. No hay pruebas de legionela y los resultados están disponibles para su
revisión.

Carry out legionella testing and analysis and issue report. Realizar pruebas y análisis de la legionela y
emitir un informe.

B2 Landlord Propietario

36 Market Gas Connection Conexión de gas del mercado Gas soundness pipework in market hall untested. La solidez de las tuberias de gas del mercado no han sido probadas. Carry out soundness test and issue report. Realice la prueba de solidez y emita el
informe.

B3 Landlord Propietario

37 Unit 25 – Mily Hair Unidad 25 Ground floor male hairdresser, hairdresser on first floor – Steep
stairs and emergency light fitting at the top of the stairs.

Peluquería masculina en la planta baja, peluquería en el primer piso -
Escaleras empinadas y luz de emergencia en la parte superior de la
escalera.

Ensure stairs are safe with handrails fitted. Asegurarse de que las escaleras sean seguras
con los pasamanos colocados.

C3 Landlord Propietario

38 Car Park aparcamiento Cracked and missing render. This loose concrete render could fall
on passers by on parked vehicles using the public carpark.
Concrete drainage channels are loose and cracked within the
tarmacadam surrounds. Lightning conductor strip is damaged and
not connected to the earthing rod.

Grietas y falta de enfoscado Este enfoscado suelto podría caer sobre los
transeúntes de los vehículos estacionados en el aparcamiento público.
Los canales de drenaje de hormigón están sueltos y agrietados en los
alrededores del asfalto. La tira de pararrayos está dañada y no está
conectada a la toma de tierra.

Repair damaged render, replace concrete drainage channels,
replace damaged lightning strip.

Reparar el revoque dañado, reemplazar los
canales de drenaje de hormigon, reemplazar
la tira del pararrayos rayos dañada.

C3 Landlord Propietario

39 Units 4-6 – Pueblito Paisa Unidades 4-6 - Pueblito Paisa No interlink between ventilation and gas cooking. No hay conexion entre la ventilación y la cocina de gas. Install gas proving system interlinked to extract fan. Instalar un sistema de gas interconectado con
el ventilador de extración.

C3 Trader Comerciante

40 Units 39-41 & 48 - Oasis Café
and Kitchen

Unidades 39-41 y 48 - Café y Cocina Oasis No interlink between ventilation and gas cooking. No hay conexion entre la ventilación y la cocina de gas. Install gas proving system interlinked to extract fan. Instalar un sistema de gas interconectado con
el ventilador de extración.

C3 Trader Comerciante

41 Units 42-43 & 46-47 –
Colombian Coffee and Kitchen

Unidades 42-43 y 46-47 - Café y cocina
colombiana

No interlink between ventilation and gas cooking. No hay conexion entre la ventilación y la cocina de gas. Install gas proving system interlinked to extract fan. Instalar un sistema de gas interconectado con
el ventilador de extración.

C3 Trader Comerciante

42 Unit 53 – Manantial Café Unidad 53 - Café Manantial No interlink between ventilation and gas cooking. No hay conexion entre la ventilación y la cocina de gas. Install gas proving system interlinked to extract fan. Instalar un sistema de gas interconectado con
el ventilador de extración.

C3 Trader Comerciante

43 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial There were also numerous items stored under the stairs and
directly under the distribution board and in escape rotes.

También había numerosos artículos almacenados bajo las escaleras y
directamente bajo el tablero de distribución y en las rutas de escape.

Remove storage items in escapes routes and under distribution
boards.

Retire los artículos almacenados en las rutas
de escape y debajo de los tableros de
distribución.

D1 Trader Comerciante

44 Unit 51 – Don Pedro Unidad 51 - Don Pedro Daisy chaining of electrical leads to portable space heater. Enchufes multitoma para los calentadores portátiles. Install additional electric sockets. Instalar enchufes eléctricos adicionales.  D2 Trader to be informed not to
daisy chain and Landlord for
upgrades.

El comerciante debe ser informado de que no
debe usar multitomas y el propietario de las
mejoras.

45 Unit 56 – Videomania Unidad 56 - Videomanía Daisy chaining of electrical leads. Enchufes multitoma para los calentadores portátiles. Install additional electric sockets. Instalar enchufes eléctricos adicionales. D2 Trader to be informed not to
daisy chain and Landlord for
upgrades.

El comerciante debe ser informado de que no
debe usar multitomas y el propietario de las
mejoras.

46 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial There were no fire doors within the flat. No había puertas contra incendios dentro del piso. It is recommended that the kitchen is fitted with an FD30S and
that a fire strategy is created.

Se recomienda que la cocina esté equipada
con un FD30S y que se cree una estrategia de
incendios.

D3 Landlord Propietario

47 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The ceiling was clad in timber slats, this poses a fire risk as it will
encourage the spread of flames in the event of a fire.

El techo estaba revestido de listones de madera, esto supone un riesgo
de incendio ya que fomenta la propagación de las llamas en caso de
incendio.

Consider using plasterboard for ceilings. Considerar la posibilidad de utilizar cartón
yeso para los techos.

D5 Landlord Propietario
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48 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The walls were solid masonry and finished with woodchip
wallpaper, which will promote fire spread in the event of a fire.

Las paredes eran de mampostería sólida y estaban terminadas con
papel de pared en relieve, que promoverá la propagación del fuego en
caso de incendio.

Consider using different materials for wall decorations. Considerar el uso de diferentes materiales
para la decoración de las paredes.

D5 Landlord Propietario

49 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The ceilings on the first floor and second floor had woodchip
wallpaper which will promote fire spread in the event of a fire.

Los techos de la primera y segunda planta tenían un papel pintado con
relieve que favorecen la propagación del fuego en caso de incendio.

Consider using different materials for ceiling decorations. Considere el uso de diferentes materiales
para la decoración de las paredes.

D5 Landlord Propietario

50 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The ceiling was in poor condition showing signs of considerable
water ingress with severe cracking and delamination of the
wallpaper.

El techo estaba en malas condiciones, mostrando signos de una
considerable entrada de agua con un severo agrietamiento y
delaminación del empapelado.

Allow for an intrusive survey to be completed to establish the
cause of damp /water ingress.

Permitir que se complete un estudio intrusivo
para establecer la causa de la entrada de
humedad/agua.

E1 Landlord Propietario

51 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial There was considerable cracking to the rear elevation wall which
ran vertically the length of the wall and continued through the
ceiling.

Habia considerables grietas en la pared de elevación trasera que corrían
verticalmente a lo largo de la pared y continuaban a través del techo.

Allow for further investigations to establish the cause of the
cracking.

Permitir la realizacion de más investigaciones
para establecer la causa del agrietamiento.

E1 Landlord Propietario

52 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial The right-hand side wall showed signs of rising damp with water
staining up to 1.2m high. No damp readings were taken on this
occasion.

La pared lateral derecha mostraba signos de humedad ascendente con
manchas de agua de hasta 1,2 m de altura. No se tomaron lecturas de
humedad en esta ocasión.

Allow for a damp survey to be completed to establish the cause of
damp.

Permitir que se complete un estudio de la
humedad para establecer la causa de la
misma.

E3 Landlord Propietario

53 249A High Road – Residential
Flat

249A High Road - Piso residencial Cracking was noted at the junction of the partition wall with the
stairway and the ceiling coving. Cracking was also identified at the
top right hand side of the external elevation.

Se observaron grietas en la unión del tabique con la escalera y el techo.
También se identificaron grietas en la parte superior derecha de la
elevación externa.

Install additional electric sockets. Instalar enchufes eléctricos adicionales. E5 Landlord Propietario
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